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executive summary
introduction
The children’s residential care sector across the UK has changed markedly over 
the past two decades and more. These changes have occurred for many reasons, 
including: a series of scandals concerning the physical and sexual abuse of residents 
by staff; difficulties in recruiting skilled staff; a perceived lack of effectiveness in 
achieving good outcomes for young people; and the relatively high cost of providing 
residential care. During this time, children’s residential care has also come under a 
great deal of scrutiny, including several major inquiries in different parts of the UK.
One impact of these changes has been a greatly reduced residential sector, with the 
proportion of looked-after children who are placed in residential care declining over 
this period. Now, approximately 11–12 per cent of children in public care in England 
and in Northern Ireland, mostly teenagers, are cared for in children’s homes. Most of 
these young people will have experienced considerable difficulties prior to becoming 
resident. Providing a caring and nurturing environment that meets the needs of 
young people presents a considerable challenge to both commissioners and providers 
of residential child care services. It requires a staff group who have the skills, 
experience, motivation and support to work with a group of troubled young people in 
an environment that may be stressful.
An issue of some concern reported frequently by managers and staff in residential 
care is that of ‘keeping order’ – of dealing appropriately with disruptive and 
challenging situations that arise within children’s homes. It was to address this 
concern that in 2006 the Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE) commissioned 
this knowledge review. The overall aim of the knowledge review was to identify 
what is known about effective working with challenging and disruptive situations in 
residential care. More specifically, it sought to address the following questions:
 • What are the nature, incidence and social context of challenging and disruptive 
situations in children’s residential care?
 • What are the possible causes and effects of these situations?
 • Which young people and staff are associated with, involved in and affected by 
these situations?
 • What promotes effective practice in dealing with challenging situations?
methodology
The knowledge review comprised a research review and a practice survey and was 
undertaken by a team from three institutions: Queen’s University Belfast (QUB), 
the University of Bristol (UoB) and the National Children’s Bureau (NCB). QUB 
coordinated the project and in collaboration with NCB took responsibility for 
the practice survey, while the team from Bristol undertook the research review. 
To provide guidance and support to the project team, two advisory groups were 
established, one of professionals working in the area of children’s residential care and 
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one of care-experenced young people. In consultaton wth the professonal advsory 
group t was agreed that whle the research revew would be nternatonal n ts 
focus, the practce survey would relate largely to Northern Ireland, but be nformed 
by some contextual nformaton drawn from England. 
The research revew requred extendng a systematc research revew approach to the 
feld of socal work practce. The SCIE gudelnes to systematc knowledge revews7 
were appled and Ian Snclar, Unversty of York, was employed as a consultant 
to provde overall advce and comment on draft reports. Throughout the study 
the parameters of the work, ts desgn and methodology were agreed wth the 
professonal advsory group and wth SCIE. In ths context there was much dscusson 
around the meanng and defnton of challengng behavour and stuatons whch led 
to the terms ‘ant-socal’ and ‘dsturbng behavour’ beng the preferred termnology 
for the research revew. 
The systematc revew process tself nvolved full electronc searchng of 18 databases 
as well as addtonal hand searches. The database searches came up, ntally, wth 
some 19,000 publcatons; excludng duplcates the number of unque references 
was nearer 10,000. The ttle and abstracts of these were screened n terms of broad 
relevance to the task, leadng to the elmnaton of over 9,000. Full text screenng 
was undertaken of the remander usng clear ncluson/excluson crtera. Ths 
eventually resulted n 62 studes. A further standardsed schedule was then desgned 
to undertake qualty apprasal of the studes and data extracton. Wthn the 
parameters that were set, n the past 20 years only 34 publcatons from 33 studes 
were located n the nternatonal lterature n whch the robustness was suffcent to 
allow them to be ncluded n the revew.
In the tender document t had been specfed that the practce survey should 
focus on Northern Ireland where there was a scarcty of research. As wth other 
jursdctons wthn the UK, resdental chld care n Northern Ireland has seen 
sgnfcant changes over the past two decades. These changes have been underpnned 
by a raft of legslatve and polcy developments. Key n the developments have been 
the Children	(NI)	Order	(1995),51 the report on resdental care n Northern Ireland 
Children	Matter,52 and the assocated Chldren Matter Task Force53 and more recently 
Care	Matters	in	Northern	Ireland:	A	bridge	to	a	better	future.56 These documents have 
resulted n a gradual shft n thnkng so that resdental care provson s ncreasngly 
seen as an ntegral part of the wder chld welfare system.
Informaton was gathered for the practce survey from a varety of sources, whch 
ncluded desk-based analyss of polcy documents, a mappng exercse of challengng 
stuatons n resdental chld care n Northern Ireland, ntervews and focus groups 
wth a wde range of people representng all those wth a polcy or practce nterest 
n chldren’s resdental care and contextual nformaton from England. To ensure that 
the vews of resdental care staff and young people were captured and n accordance 
wth the proposal, fve chldren’s homes were nvted to, and subsequently agreed 
to, take part n the practce survey. The homes were chosen followng dscussons 
wth RQIA and Board managers and were selected on the bass that they best met 
the crtera of a hgh ncdence of challengng stuatons and/or creatve or nnovatve 
ways of workng wth challengng stuatons were beng used.
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In total, nne senor staff n government, health and socal servces Boards and Trusts, 
four staff from the RQIA, 16 resdental chld care unt managers, 33 staff from 
resdental chldren’s homes and 18 young people from the same homes partcpated 
n the practce survey.
findings
The fndngs from the research revew and the practce survey are essentally 
complementary, although there are nstances of dvergence possbly related to the 
dfferences of emphass and approach. The research revew reported on lterature 
that met clearly defned crtera and ncluded a varety of dfferent research 
methodologes. In contrast, the practce survey was a qualtatve study that sought 
the vews of partcpants specfcally on the causes and management of challengng 
stuatons and was, therefore, subjectve n nature. Ths may have resulted n the 
practce survey havng a more negatve tone and a greater emphass on the more 
aggressve, anxety-provokng types of challengng behavour. It was also noted n 
the research revew that there was an dentfed paucty of materal, partcularly the 
evaluatons of nterventons and rgorously desgned studes on effectve practce.
Both elements of the knowledge revew combne to provde a comprehensve pcture 
of the dversty of challengng behavour encountered n resdental chld care and 
the multfaceted nature of the factors nvolved. Addtonally, they provde nsght 
nto the range and types of response to the management of challengng behavour, 
and the practce survey n partcular provdes a range of stakeholders’ perspectves 
on the key aspects of effectve practce. However, the lack of strong evdence on 
the effectveness of specfc nterventons should be noted. Much evdence draws 
on the experence and perceptons of staff and users. Nonetheless, taken together, 
ths knowledge revew does provde evdence that wthn chldren’s resdental care, 
certan staff features and styles of workng are most lkely to mnmse behavoural 
problems as well as beneft resdents more generally.
 challenging situations and their triggers
Both the research revew and the practce survey dentfed many dfferent behavour 
that were seen as challengng, rangng from defance and non-complance through to 
volence aganst staff, peers or self. However, t s mportant to note that the research 
revew ndcated that most resdents do not pose major behavoural challenges 
to staff. The majorty of homes are not experencng constant dsrupton. There 
s somethng wrong f one s. Most resdents are not school refusers although t 
appears that the problem of gong mssng from resdental care has grown. There are 
partcular problems wth secure provson due to the nature of the envronment and 
the crcumstances of young people who are locked up. Importantly, there s evdence 
that the extent of behavoural problems s unrelated to ntake – some homes contan 
and engage successfully wth very challengng young people, whle the opposte also 
apples.
Serous ncdents of volent behavour are rare although t s these behavour that 
were dentfed as the most challengng, partcularly volence aganst staff. Acts 
of volence and concern about potental volence are especally anxety-provokng 
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and worryng at all levels. Staff also found the management of rsky behavour 
dffcult, such as abscondng and alcohol and drug use, due to uncertanty over ther 
role. Other behavour such as contnuous defance and non-complance were also 
frequently mentoned by staff but dd not appear to carry wth them the same stress 
and apprehenson.
A multtude of trggers was dentfed n both elements of the knowledge revew. 
Factors relatng to the young people themselves such as personal attrbutes and 
experences were commonly referred to here as were factors relatng to staff, 
although n the case of the latter these were most promnent n the research revew.
Other dentfed trggers pertaned to the actual envronment n whch the young 
people lved and here group dynamcs were seen as key and were hghlghted across 
the knowledge revew. The herarches of peer groups and the negotatng of poston 
wthn the group were ever-present sources of dsruptve behavour or peer volence. 
Ths potental for peer conflct was further exacerbated when a newcomer was 
ntroduced nto the group. Other trggers that emerged only n the practce survey 
and that are of partcular relevance to Northern Ireland ncluded the use of moble 
phones, sectaransm and the paramltares.
Trggers assocated wth the system were regularly rased n the practce survey, 
although less so n the research revew. These ncluded the nablty of homes to 
operate wthn ther Statements of Purpose due to varous factors, such as the 
shortage of places for young people and demands placed on managers to take 
emergency placements. These n turn had an mpact on group dynamcs and tended 
to be dsruptve for all concerned. Issues assocated wth the system ncluded the 
revew process for looked-after chldren, contact wth famly, the nsttutonalsed 
nature of some homes and assocated, rgd rules and regulatons – noted partcularly 
by the young people.
 responding to challenging situations
The clearest message from the knowledge revew overall s the major mpact that 
certan staff features and styles of workng can have on the effectve management 
of challengng stuatons. It was suggested by young people and adults alke that t s 
only staff who are able to demonstrate a clear commtment to young people, lsten 
to them and understand and respect them, who are able to buld relatonshps and 
who can therefore manage challengng stuatons and effectvely defuse potentally 
dsruptve behavour. There s nothng new n ths and these recommendatons have 
long been rehearsed n the practce lterature. The mportant task now s to explore 
the detal and provde refnement as to how ths can be acheved.
Alongsde the need to buld relatonshps, and possbly gven equal emphass by 
partcpants n the practce survey, was the need for effectve team workng. A 
number of factors that enhanced ths were dentfed ncludng consstency, clear 
polces and procedures, regular team meetngs and supervson, opportuntes for 
team development and team debrefngs to dscuss ssues, especally challengng 
stuatons when they occur. Other means of buldng a sklled team were dentfed as 
beng: more targeted tranng and support for staff, contractng support from other 
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professonals and ncreased staffng levels, although the research revew found lttle 
evdence that ths, per se, wll ncrease effectveness. Such strateges were reported 
to help develop staff morale and reslence whch were seen by all as crucal for good 
practce n resdental care.
Challengng behavour seems to occur manly durng evenngs and at nght tme. 
Staffng patterns, other resources and strateges should take ths nto account. 
Staff appear to make nadequate use of pror nformaton n order to understand 
and contend wth ant-socal behavour. Responses should be more proactve than 
reactve. Imposton of sanctons s counterproductve when young people return 
from runnng away.
Addtonally, the practce survey hghlghted some other nnovatve preventatve 
strateges that had been developed, two of whch were: () engagement wth other 
professonals and agences, for example workng wth servces for young people 
from the voluntary sector or usng clncal psychologsts on a consultancy bass; 
and () outreach servces to famles and communtes. Ths ncluded shared care 
arrangements and specfc work wth chldren and famles on key ssues – such 
as non-attendance at school and famly/foster care breakdown – as well as 
targeted efforts to engage wth local communtes and ntegrate young people nto 
communty lfe.
A raft of specfc approaches and nterventons were also referred to n the practce 
survey as beng responses to challengng behavour, the most common of these 
beng therapeutc crss nterventon (TCI). Ths s hardly surprsng snce tranng n 
TCI has been ntroduced n all the four Board areas coverng Northern Ireland. Other 
specfc or systems approaches mentoned n the practce survey ncluded restoratve 
practce, restrant, polce referral, juvenle justce nvolvement, referral to secure 
accommodaton and closng admssons to the unt when behavour became too 
extreme. The use of each of these was often specfc to the stuaton and all were 
descrbed as havng varable amounts of success.
A thorough evaluaton of all these strateges would be extremely helpful n 
dentfyng ther value and potental for mpactng n resdental care settngs. 
However, the need for such evaluatve research s especally true for TCI, whch has 
been adopted n many chldren’s homes across Northern Ireland but of whch the 
research revew found only two rgorous evaluatons, and these presented mxed 
conclusons.
 implications for effective practice
Revewng all the evdence avalable for the preparaton of ths knowledge revew 
ponts to sgnfcant mplcatons for practce n four key areas, presented here under 
the followng headngs:
 • understandng resdental care as a servce
 • havng the ‘rght’ staff team
 • engagng wth young people
 • creatng the knowledge base.
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Each s explaned n more detal below. 
Understanding residential care as a service
The essence of resdental care s lvng wthn a group settng. It s unsurprsng 
therefore that the strongest message from ths research concerns the management 
of peer relatonshps and group dynamcs. These were seen by all as a prmary source 
of dsrupton, and that mantanng good order depends on effectve management of 
these relatonshps. Important dmensons to consder are the sze and make-up of 
the group (and relatonshps wth staff, whch wll be consdered later), and how that 
fts wth the purpose of the unt. The mplcatons of ths for effectve practce are:
 • a need for a resdental sector that offers a range of optons, wth clear 
dfferentaton n the needs addressed by unts and wth understandng of ts role 
wthn the contnuum of care
 • adherence by senor managers to the agreed Statement of Purpose. Ths could be 
facltated by havng alternatve optons, for dealng wth emergency admssons, 
such as specalst fosterng
 • greater control by unt managers over admssons to a unt so that due regard can 
be pad to the mpact of new members on the resdent group and ther dynamcs
 • a need for unts that are small, preferably fewer than sx young people, thus 
reducng the potental for peer conflct and allowng for more focused attenton on 
ndvdual needs
 • greater clarty and fuller understandng by all, ncludng young people, of polcy 
and procedures.
 having the ‘right’ staff team
Most young people who come nto resdental care wll have experenced 
consderable dffcultes and present a range of complex needs. Provdng a nurturng 
envronment that meets the needs of each young person can be challengng and 
stressful. Success depends on havng the ‘rght’ staff team, ncludng effectve 
managers. Ths knowledge revew provdes ndcatons as to what consttutes the 
‘rght’ staff team:
 • The prmary requrement s staff that have the sklls, qualtes, atttudes and 
motvaton to relate to young people and to buld postve relatonshps wth them. 
Recrutng staff prncpally on the bass of qualfcaton and experence may not be 
suffcent. One way to enhance the assessment of the atttudes and qualtes of 
staff s to nvolve young people n recrutment and assessment processes.
 • The study rases questons about the usefulness of current qualfcatons, n 
partcular the very lmted attenton pad to resdental care wthn general socal 
work tranng. A post-qualfyng qualfcaton that specfcally addresses workng 
n resdental chld care could be useful. Concern was also expressed regardng 
the over-relance on temporary bank staff to ensure that staffng levels were 
met, whch s unsettlng for the young people and does not encourage postve 
relatonshps.
 • The staff team needs to nclude a range of professonals such as youth and 
communty workers and those wth sklls n sports and lesure actvtes as well 
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as resdental socal workers. Addtonally, f not avalable n the staff team, there 
should be ready access to the skll mx capable of addressng the full range of 
complex needs presented by the young people n resdental chld care.
 • Consderaton should be gven to greater use of outreach work, ether usng 
resdental staff or teams wth a mx of sklls: ths can gve staff the tme and space 
to undertake specfc peces of work wth young people and ther famles.
 • Staff need to be deployed at tmes that best match the needs presented by the 
resdents. The research shows that dsruptve or challengng behavour tends to 
occur n the evenng or late at nght. Ths has mplcatons for staffng rotas and 
rases questons about the role and deployment of wakng nght staff.
 • Competent management wthn unts s necessary for the mantenance of good 
order. Ths ncludes approprate support to staff, clarty n generatng and applyng 
rules and procedures and buldng and mantanng strong teamwork.
 engaging with young people
The domnant theme runnng through ths study s the fundamental mportance of 
the relatonshp between staff and young people. Ths s seen n two nterrelated 
ways: the manner n whch staff work wth ndvdual young people and the group of 
young resdents; and the extent to whch young people are nvolved n or feel part of 
the home as a functonng unt.
Young people we encountered endorsed the fndngs from the research revew n 
dentfyng sklled staff as those who know young people and can therefore antcpate 
dffcult stuatons, are calm and consstent, can successfully de-escalate stuatons, 
know how to physcally restran a young person approprately, lsten to young people, 
take an nterest n them, get nvolved n actvtes wth them and refran from playng 
power games or constantly engagng n verbal battles wth them.
Ths message s not new. The mplcaton for practce s to consder how ths can be 
acheved: through the recrutment and selecton process, through specfc tranng 
and through greater use of the perspectves of young people.
Staff are lkely to have postve relatonshps wth young people where the unt as 
a whole develops a culture of young people’s partcpaton so that nvolvng young 
people becomes part and parcel of the way n whch the unt operates – for example, 
n generatng rules and procedures, n havng a say about rewards and sanctons and 
n takng part n cookng and other aspects of house mantenance.
 creating the knowledge base
Although the resdental care sector has been subject to a great deal of scrutny 
n recent years there s stll a shortage of rgorous research on the mpact of 
nterventons n resdental care. Ths study hghlghted several specfc areas where 
more work s needed:
 • Mappng the ncdence of challengng and dsruptve stuatons. Despte the 
best efforts of the practce survey team t was not possble to establsh a 
relable assessment of the level of challengng stuatons n resdental care n 
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Northern Ireland or elsewhere. Wthout ths, dscusson of the topc has to rely 
on mpressons of levels of volence and other challengng stuatons. There s a 
need for a mechansm for recordng these ncdents that s smple but appled 
consstently.
 • The research revew found that there were few robust evaluatons of nterventons 
n resdental care and that there s a clear gap n the knowledge base here. Gven 
the wdespread use of TCI wthn unts n Northern Ireland t s crucal that a 
robust evaluaton of the mpact of ths and other nterventons s commssoned. 
Ths would allow for the dentfcaton of the most valuable aspects of these 
nterventons and ther applcaton, thus allowng for key elements to be further 
developed.
 • There was a very postve response to ths study from those workng wthn 
resdental care; they hghlghted the enormous value to be ganed from 
nvolvement n such a process and the stmulatng nature of reflecton on practce 
and shared learnng across the sector. All opportuntes should be taken to harness 
ths receptve clmate and use t to enhance the qualty of chldren’s resdental 
care.
 conclusions
Serous ncdents of volence are rare n resdental chld care; rather, there s a sense 
of low-level, persstent, non-complant and defant behavour, whch has the potental 
to escalate f not managed effectvely. There s also great varaton between homes 
n ther ablty to manage challengng stuatons and ths was nfluenced prmarly by 
the nature and stablty of the group of resdents and the qualty of the staff team. 
In addton, some of the homes demonstrated hgh tolerance levels for challengng 
behavour, made great efforts to engage and buld relatonshps wth young people 
and had an understandng of the contextual reasons for the young person presentng 
wth challengng behavour. Partcularly noteworthy n all of ths was the ablty to 
focus on the needs of the young people both ndvdually and as a group.
Many strateges felt to be effectve for the management of challengng stuatons n 
resdental chld care were dentfed across provson n Northern Ireland. However, 
there are undoubtedly areas of practce that stll need to be developed to enable 
staff to contnue to mprove and further develop ths exstng effectve practce; 
of partcular mportance s that of buldng and mantanng relatonshps wth and 
between young people. There are also ssues related to the system such as the need 
for a greater range of accommodaton optons to support homes to keep to ther 
Statements of Purpose and admssons polces. These factors are often beyond the 
control of the ndvdual homes and are among the recommendatons n the recent 
consultaton document Care	Matters	in	Northern	Ireland:	A	bridge	to	a	better	future.56 
They need to be moved on urgently f we are serous about offerng chldren who are 
n resdental care a qualty home and a more lfe-enhancng experence.
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The chldren’s resdental care sector across the UK has changed markedly over 
the past two decades and more. These changes have occurred for many reasons, 
ncludng: a seres of scandals concernng the physcal and sexual abuse of resdents 
by staff; dffcultes n recrutng sklled staff; a perceved lack of effectveness n 
achevng good outcomes for young people; and the relatvely hgh cost of provdng 
resdental care. Durng ths tme, chldren’s resdental care has also come under a 
great deal of scrutny, ncludng several major nqures n dfferent parts of the UK.
One mpact of these changes has been a greatly reduced resdental sector wth 
the proporton of looked-after chldren who are placed n chldren’s resdental care 
declnng over ths perod. Now, at any one tme, just 11 per cent of chldren n publc 
care n England and Northern Ireland, mostly teenagers, are cared for n chldren’s 
homes. Most of these young people wll have experenced consderable dffcultes 
pror to becomng resdent. Provdng a carng and nurturng envronment that meets 
the needs of young people presents a consderable challenge to both commssoners 
and provders of chldren’s resdental care servces. It requres a staff group who have 
the sklls, experence, motvaton and support to work wth a group of troubled young 
people n an envronment that may be stressful.
An ssue of some concern reported frequently by managers and staff n chldren’s 
resdental care s that of ‘keepng order’ – of dealng approprately wth challengng 
and dsruptve stuatons that arse wthn chldren’s homes. It was to address ths 
concern that n 2006 the Socal Care Insttute for Excellence (SCIE) commssoned 
a knowledge revew about effectve work wth challengng and dsruptve stuatons 
n chldren’s resdental care. That commsson was undertaken by a team brngng 
together people wth relevant expertse from three nsttutons: Queen’s Unversty 
Belfast (QUB), Unversty of Brstol (UoB) and Natonal Chldren’s Bureau (NCB). 
 1.1 The knowledge review
The overall am of the knowledge revew was to dentfy what s known about 
effectve workng wth challengng and dsruptve stuatons n chldren’s resdental 
care. More specfcally, t sought to address the followng questons:
 • What are the nature, ncdence and socal context of challengng and dsruptve 
stuatons n chldren’s resdental care?
 • What are the possble causes and effects of these stuatons?
 • Whch young people and staff are assocated wth, nvolved n and affected by 
these stuatons?
 • What promotes effectve practce n dealng wth challengng and dsruptve 
stuatons?
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A SCIE knowledge revew conssts of three parts:
 • research revew: a systematc revew of relevant research lterature
 • practce survey: whch gathers evdence and vews on current practce from 
practtoners and servces users
 • analytcal report: outlnng the mplcatons for practce of the fndngs from the 
frst two parts and followng a semnar wth partcpants and key stakeholders on 
the fndngs from the research revew and practce survey. 
Explanaton of the methods used for each of these parts s reported wthn 
the relevant chapters and n the Appendces. Throughout the study the desgn 
and methodology were clarfed through consultaton wth SCIE and relevant 
stakeholders. To enable ths to happen, two advsory groups were establshed, one 
of care-experenced young people and one of professonals workng n the area of 
chldren’s resdental care. The latter group ncluded polcy makers, servce planners 
and provders, chldren’s home managers, psychologsts, nspectors and academcs. 
The advce and gudance provded by the advsory groups proved to be nvaluable, 
partcularly durng the practce survey when t became apparent that the proposed 
mappng of challengng and dsruptve stuatons n chldren’s resdental care would 
be problematc and durng the preparaton of materals for the Commttee of the 
Offce of Research Ethcs. It was n consultaton wth the professonal advsory group 
that t was agreed that whle the research revew would be nternatonal n ts focus, 
the practce survey would relate largely to Northern Ireland, but be nformed by 
some contextual nformaton drawn from England. 
Inevtably, the nature of the evdence gathered through the research revew dffers 
from that of the practce survey. The research revew reflects the fndngs of a 
number of hgh-qualty studes undertaken over the past 20 years, usng dfferent 
but robust methodologes. The practce survey s a sngle qualtatve study, 
documentng the current perceptons of key groups wthn chldren’s resdental care 
and provdng evdence that s current and specfcally relatng to Northern Ireland. 
As hghlghted n the research revew, the anxety that both managers and staff have 
about challengng and dsruptve behavour s as nfluental as the actual number of 
ncdences of the challengng and dsruptve behavour. Ths may have encouraged 
respondents to gve emphass to more extreme stuatons. It s also possble that 
n dong so respondents dd not always clearly dstngush between stuatons that 
nvolved volent behavour and those that were of a more general non-complant 
nature. All ths may have contrbuted to the somewhat more negatve tone of the 
fndngs from the practce survey than that reported n the research revew.
 1.2 content and structure of the report
 1.2.1 Terminology
The theme of ths revew s ‘challengng and dsruptve stuatons n resdental chld 
care’. Challengng and dsruptve stuatons may arse for a number of reasons, some 
of whch relate to the behavour of the young people. The term ‘stuatons’ s used to 
refer to the total context whle, n general, behavour relates more specfcally to the 
young people. There s some consderable dscusson n Chapter 2 on how the terms 
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‘challengng’ and ‘dsruptve’ behavour are nterpreted wthn the research revew, 
so ths wll not be repeated here. In the practce survey no pror defntons of such 
terms were establshed n order to gan an understandng of how staff and young 
people wthn resdental unts understood these terms. The meanng respondents 
gve to these terms s explored n Chapter 3. In general when we refer to chldren’s 
resdental care we mean a resdental placement n a chldren’s home for chldren n 
publc care. However, throughout ths report we have used several dfferent terms 
nterchangeably, such as resdental unt, resdental home, resdental chldren’s home 
and chldren’s resdental care, smply to avod contnuous repetton of the phrase 
resdental chld care.
The terms ‘effectve’ and ‘effectve practce’ are used dfferently wthn the research 
revew and the practce survey, reflectng the nature of the evdence. Wthn the 
research revew ‘effectve’ relates to postve outcomes or mpacts that have been 
demonstrated to be causally lnked to nputs. Wthn the practce survey the term 
s used n a more lay manner to refer to perceved, rather than measured, mpacts, 
where respondents have well-founded percepton of a lnk between practce and 
partcular outcomes.
 1.2.2 structure
Followng ths Introducton the report has three further chapters. Chapter 2 reports 
on the research revew, whch was undertaken by Davd Berrdge and Patrca Lucas 
from UoB. Chapter 3 presents the fndngs from the practce survey wthn the 
context of recent developments wthn resdental chld care n Northern Ireland. The 
survey was carred out by Rosemary Klpatrck, Emma Larkn and Bern Kelly from 
QUB and Ruth Snclar and Teresa Geraghty from NCB. Fnally, Chapter 4 draws out 
the general conclusons that arse from both parts of the study, taken together.
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2 research review
 2.1 introduction
Ths revew s a further extenson of the desre to promote knowledge-based practce 
and to learn from ‘what works’. Systematc research revews such as ths are a 
recent development for socal work practce n the UK; there has tradtonally been 
some suspcon n the professon or even antpathy towards them.1 There have been 
concerns that systematc revews mght not recognse the specfc nature of socal 
work as an academc dscplne and ts knowledge base. Socal work values are held 
dear to the professon. Our approach n ths revew has been to try to apply the 
best of thnkng from systematc revews n health and other felds to the partcular 
crcumstances of socal work knowledge and practce. We am to be rgorous and 
transparent. There s a balance to be struck between revewng exstng research 
and usng the tme and resources to undertake addtonal emprcal work, especally 
when so much s unexplored. However, t s sensble to take stock of what s known 
and to look at what we can learn from elsewhere. Furthermore, ndvduals n any 
case frequently have vews about what are ‘strong’ or ‘weak’ studes and t s helpful 
to be explct about how such judgements are made. SCIE has been developng 
methodology on systematc revews n recent years and has publshed updated 
gudelnes.2
A detaled, techncal account of the research revew s presented n Appendx 1. In 
extendng a systematc research revew approach to the feld of socal work practce, 
we bult on the method developed by Nna Behal at the Unversty of York,3 whch 
drew on the ‘taxonomy of suffcent study desgn’ approach of Baldwn et al4 and the 
‘realstc evaluaton’ of Pawson.5; see also 6 Ths approach does not assume a herarchy 
of evdence and accommodates qualtatve studes. SCIE gudelnes for systematc 
knowledge revews appled at the tme our work was commssoned.7 The parameters 
of our work were agreed wth a professonal advsory group n Belfast, comprsng 
managers, practtoners and academcs, as well as wth SCIE. An advsory group 
of care-experenced young people contrbuted to the practce survey but was not 
nvolved n the research revew. We also employed Ian Snclar, Unversty of York, as 
a consultant to provde overall advce and comment on draft reports.
 2.2 conceptual issues and the research question
Research revews typcally address a specfc research queston, otherwse the task 
rsks superfcalty and becomes unmanageable. Clearly, the bref ‘Workng wth 
challengng and dsruptve stuatons n resdental chld care’ s a statement, not a 
queston. The terms ‘challengng’ and less so ‘dsruptve’ are modern euphemsms 
and some resdental workers mght prefer stronger epthets. Behavoural problems 
can stem from young people’s underlyng dffcultes; be a reacton to stresses or 
events n ther brth famly, school or the wder communty; be lnked to pressures 
n ther peer group; a response to an unreasonable or uncarng regme or staff n the 
resdental home; or a combnaton of all four. 
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Furthermore, mantanng order n a resdental home s a means, not an end: the 
‘Pndown’ regme n Staffordshre, n whch chldren were confned to bedrooms for 
long perods and made to wear nghtclothes durng the day, produced envronments 
that were orderly but unethcal and abusve.8 Moreover, whether we accept t or not, 
some of the theoretcal psychodynamc lterature argues that ‘actng out’ can be a 
form of communcaton and an expresson of anger that s an essental frst step n 
addressng deep-seated problems.9 Some resdental homes are more tolerant than 
others, rrespectve of young people’s problems, n how they respond to dffcult 
behavour.10
Challengng behavour can take a varety of forms. A recent study by one of the 
authors on Educating	Difficult	Adolescents approaches ‘dffculty’ essentally n 
terms of ant-socal behavour and we prefer ths term.11 Unfortunately, the term 
‘ant-socal’ n common parlance can have a pejoratve meanng (as n Ant-Socal 
Behavour Orders, or ASBOs). We use the term lterally as somethng that s anti-
social, that s, contrary to the expectatons or practces of others. Ths s not to deny 
that young people can sometmes pose major dffcultes. 
Challengng behavour has an mportant gender dmenson and, n general, boys 
tend to externalse ther problems through physcal volence and crmnal actvtes, 
whereas grls are more lkely to nternalse or self-drect ther dffcultes wth a 
range of dsturbng behavour such as self-harm, eatng dsorders and so on. There 
are obvously exceptons to ths pattern but awareness of ths gender dstncton wll 
have mportant mplcatons for the development of effectve responses. Because 
of the above, we prefer to use n ths revew the term anti-social	and	disturbing	
behaviour.
We are not suggestng that these behavour are somehow rooted solely n the 
ndvdual young person. On the contrary, we are nfluenced by a socologcal 
perspectve, whch recognses that behavour and meanngs emerge n a socal 
context. Thus, behavour s deemed ‘ant-socal’ not so much because t s nherently 
wrong but because t breaks the rules that socety or a resdental home has set. 
‘Dsturbng’ behavour s that whch dsturbs an adult or professonal audence and 
peers, as well as, perhaps, beng dscomfortng to the ndvdual concerned.
There s a wde lterature lnked to most ant-socal and dsturbng behavour and 
successful nterventons wthn the resdental home need to mrror, at least to 
some extent, what should also happen outsde. However, the exercse needs some 
boundares and so we examne the problem of ant-socal and dsturbng behavour 
prmarly n terms of ther specific	implications	for	residential	settings: that s, ther 
nature, context, orgns, repercussons and the effectveness of responses. Therefore, 
we are manly concerned wth challengng behavour manfested n the resdental 
home tself: for example, we take account of the lterature on the extent of drug 
msuse among resdents and ts effects on other young people and staff but not the 
wder drug treatment lterature. The bref from SCIE assumes a focus on challengng 
behavour posed by young people, although staff malpractce has arguably been a 
greater socal problem.12
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 2.3 Objectives
The mplcatons of the above are that ant-socal and dsturbng behavour n 
resdental chld care s a complex and wde-rangng topc. We could have chosen a 
specfc research queston but t was not obvous what that should be and selecton 
would have been arbtrary. Hence, we came up wth not one research queston but 
four, whch are nterlnked. If we accept that the problem s multfaceted, dong 
t justce requres a wde-rangng approach. Whle theoretcally compellng, t 
nevertheless creates somethng of a rod for our own backs.
Therefore, the specfc objectves were to establsh what could be deduced from a 
systematc revew of the research lterature about the followng questons:
 • What s the nature, ncdence and socal context of ant-socal and dsturbng 
behavour n chldren’s resdental settngs?
 • Whch young people and staff are assocated wth, nvolved n and affected by ths 
behavour?
 • What are the possble personal, socal and nsttutonal antecedents, context, 
causes and effects of the behavour?
 • What are the mpact and effectveness of management and staff approaches, 
responses and strateges on resdents’ behavour?
In the followng sectons, unless stated otherwse, terms such as ‘ncdence’ and 
‘effectveness’ are used n lne wth ther general meanng rather than n any specfc 
or techncal sense. The latter, partcularly, s a very complex research and socal work 
concept, whch would probably mert a research revew n tself to attempt a specfc 
defnton.13
 2.4 criteria for the inclusion of studies in the review
The range of ant-socal and dsturbng behavour ncluded n the revew s as follows:
 • general non-complance and defance
 • volence to resdents and staff, ncludng physcal, sexual, verbal and ntmdaton;  
wth partcular reference to Northern Ireland, problems n the resdental home 
lnked to relgon, culture and sectaransm
 • theft and damage to property n the home
 • school refusal
 • ‘runaways/abscondng’
 • regular alcohol or drug msuse
 • rsky sexualsed behavour, ncludng promscuty, unprotected sex and prosttuton
 • self-harm, ncludng self-cuttng and sucde attempts
 • depressve or eatng dsorders, possbly lnked to mental health problems
 • extreme uncommuncatve or wthdrawn behavour.
These were derved from our understandng of the exstng socal work and research 
lterature and were agreed n advance wth the professonals’ advsory group and 
wth SCIE.
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The scope of the research to be ncluded n a revew should be determned logcally 
and coherently but there are also practcal consderatons of what s achevable. 
Appendx 1 gves a more detaled account of exactly how the research revew was 
undertaken. The revew concentrated partcularly on resdental socal work settngs 
for looked-after chldren and young people, of school age, aged 5–17 nclusve.  
Pre-school chldren rase qute dfferent ssues, whch were not the man focus of 
nterest. Facltes for dsabled chldren were ncluded. Secure unts were covered too, 
as was resdental provson across publc, voluntary and prvate sectors. Study types 
ncluded were those concerned wth:
 • ncdence or lkelhood of occurrence of behavour
 • antecedents – mmedate crcumstances and causes
 • trals of nterventons
 • servce evaluatons
 • effects of behavour on chldren or staff
 • young people’s vews
 • staff vews. 
These ncluded quanttatve and qualtatve approaches.
Studes excluded from the revew ncluded non-research lterature (for example, 
practce publcatons, nspecton reports and so on), as well as research overvews 
that dd not contan orgnal emprcal nformaton, although they were of general 
nterest. We also omtted studes of what we termed ‘prevalence’, whch descrbed 
the general characterstcs and problems of resdents dstnct from the resdental 
context n whch they lved. These tended to be based on standardsed scales/
psychometrc assessments and were often undertaken for purposes of valdaton or 
comparson. Resdental homes exst to cater for chldren wth problems so explorng 
ths dmenson rsked tautology, whle the nature and extent of resdents’ dffcultes 
seem as much a result of admsson polces as chldren’s ntrnsc problems. Smlarly, 
we excluded studes that addressed long-term rsk factors for ant-socal/dsturbng 
behavour as, although nterestng, there s lttle that practtoners can do about 
ths. However, demographc nfluences – such as gender, age and ethncty – are 
consdered.
Areas left out were penal establshments and other facltes caterng specfcally for 
young offenders, boardng schools and homes offerng short breaks (‘respte care’) 
often for dsabled chldren and ther famles. In addton, there s a large North 
Amercan lterature on resdental treatment centres. These specalst nsttutons 
tend to be qute dfferent from what s generally found n the UK and often have a 
clncal, mental health orentaton. We excluded these studes together wth those 
based on other, specalst mental health facltes. These excluded studes would no 
doubt have been of comparatve nterest but t was necessary to prortse.
Lterature publshed from 1985 and up to the tme of our database searches n 
August/September 2006 was ncluded n the revew. Intally, we had consdered 1975 
as the startng pont but the volume of lterature would have been too great. Nearer 
20 years seemed a reasonable perod to locate recent work. Only work publshed 
n the Englsh language was used pertanng to the UK, Ireland, the US, Canada, 
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Australa, New Zealand, Denmark, Norway and Sweden. Boundares needed to be set 
around the overall exercse and the absence of translaton was one such approach 
gven the avalable tme and resources. There s, arguably, more relevant publshed 
research and more of a shared professonal lterature between these countres than 
elsewhere, encouraged no doubt by language. We preferred ths approach to one 
that looked, nternatonally, specfcally at types of resdental unts themselves, 
for example accordng to sze or functon. Apart from n the References, we have 
mantaned Englsh language and spellngs (avodng, for example, the US term 
‘retarded’). 
 2.5 review methods
We collaborated wth colleagues from the Cochrane Developmental, Psychosocal 
and Learnng Group at UoB n defnng search terms and accessng relevant databases 
(see Appendx 1). In total, 18 databases were searched. Search terms related to chld, 
chldhood and resdental settngs rather than to behavour, whch would have been 
too complex (see Appendx 2). Addtonal hand searches, for example of key UK 
journals, were undertaken. We also wrote to experts n the countres ncluded n the 
revew to seek ther suggestons as to materal to nclude.
The database searches came up, ntally, wth some 19,000 publcatons. Fortunately, 
many of these were duplcates and the number of unque references was nearer 
10,000. Both researchers (Davd Berrdge and Patrca Lucas) were nvolved n 
screenng the 10,000 ttles and abstracts n terms of broad relevance to the task. 
The search ncluded a varety of sources that covered both publshed and ‘grey’ 
lterature (for example, Zetoc). Full text of the remanng publcatons was then 
obtaned electroncally or ordered. A standard format was developed to gude 
ncluson/excluson crtera consstent wth the above. Ths eventually resulted n 62 
publcatons (see Appendx 3). A further standardsed schedule was then desgned 
to undertake qualty apprasal and data extracton of these studes (see Appendx 
4). Any of the current authors’ own publcatons were assessed by the other. 
Throughout, we consulted when uncertan and erred on the sde of ncluson. The 
ntenton of ths exercse s that fndngs dscussed relate only to studes that are 
relable and have been rgorously undertaken and reported. Qualtatve approaches 
were ncluded: these are popular n socal work research n the UK, although methods 
of qualty apprasal and ncluson n systematc revews are less well establshed but 
developng.14
We adopted a fourfold categorsaton of the qualty status of studes (an approach 
adapted from Behal3 and Baldwn et	al4):
 • Category A – studes that meet the qualty apprasal crtera wth no, or very few, 
flaws
 • Category B – studes that meet all or most of the apprasal crtera well, wth some 
flaws
 • Category C – studes that nclude many and/or serous flaws that have the 
potental to affect the fndngs
 • Category D – studes that nclude nsuffcent data on methodology to allow an 
apprasal of qualty.
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Ths revew ncludes only those studes that fall nto the frst two categores n order 
to be assured of the robustness of evdence. Included and excluded studes are lsted 
n Appendx 5. Those rated ‘A’ and ‘B’ (ncluded studes) wll be dscussed together 
although the former wll receve hgher prorty. We need to emphasse that we are 
not mplyng that publcatons excluded from ths revew are not valuable and do not 
contrbute to socal work theory and practce. Some studes may not be sutable for	
our	particular	purpose. Socal scence theory and methods have obvously developed 
over the past 20 years, such as n qualtatve analyss and research ethcs. Much 
socal work research n the UK has been of an appled nature and wrtten for a broad 
audence ncludng managers and practtoners and has thus avoded techncal detal. 
Book publshers have dscouraged elaborate theoretcal or methodologcal dscusson 
n order to encourage a wde readershp and promote sales, let alone to shorten 
the length and cut costs. Appled socal work research n the UK may have made a 
dstnctve contrbuton to polcy and practce but, perhaps to some degree, at the 
expense of the academc standng of the dscplne.15 We have taken these factors 
nto account but, nevertheless, needed to be assured of the qualty of elgble work.
Just over half of the 62 relevant studes provded adequate methodologcal evdence 
for them to be judged of suffcent qualty for ncluson n our systematc research 
revew. About a thrd of the 62, n our vew, contaned methodologcal lmtatons 
that undermned the relablty of fndngs. The remander (10) gave nsuffcent 
nformaton to establsh confdence n ther methodologcal qualty. Thus, there were 
34 qualty-rated publcatons based on 33 studes (more than one publcaton could 
be based on the same study so long as t contaned fresh nformaton). Two thrds 
were from the UK. The dstrbuton of studes rated A, B, C and D s shown n Table 1.
Table 1: distribution of studies by quality rating
Qualty ratng
Locaton A B C D All
UK 5 18 10 8 41
US 1 8 8 2 19
Other nternatonal – 1 1 – 2
Total 6 27 19 10 62
Therefore, wthn the parameters that we have set, we have been able to locate from 
the nternatonal lterature over the past 20 years, only 34 publcatons from 33 
studes n whch we have adequate confdence n ther robustness. Merely 23 of these 
are from the UK. Gven that nternatonal studes may not be drectly applcable 
to resdental practce n the UK due to dfferences n the law, polcy and servces, 
and qute possbly also to dversty n young people’s and staff characterstcs, the 
frst major concluson from ths revew s the paucty of hgh-qualty evdence. The 
behavoural challenges of young people lvng n resdental settngs have obvously 
not been a major area of nqury. The remander of ths chapter s based on these 34 
publcatons.
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Appendx 5 provdes more detal of the ncluded and excluded publcatons. In the 
followng pages t s stated when studes do not orgnate from the UK. We are 
aware that chld care practces may have adapted sgnfcantly over the 20 years of 
the revew perod. Therefore, we gve greater general emphass to the more recent 
studes.
Readers wll notce that t has sometmes proved dffcult to know under whch 
headng fndngs should be reported, as they are so often nterconnected. 
Consequently, there s some repetton.
 2.6 The nature and incidence of anti-social and disturbing 
behaviour in residential child care
The studes were qute evenly dvded across a range of dffcult behavour. Few 
ndvdual areas, therefore, have been subjected to detaled scrutny. The two broad 
categores that have attracted most research nterest are: general behavour, non-
complance and defance, and volence to resdents and staff, ncludng ‘bullyng’. 
 2.6.1 General non-compliance and defiance
It should be noted before proceedng that an mportant concluson from the avalable 
research evdence s that the majorty of young people lvng n resdental homes do 
not pose major behavoural problems to staff, and most facltes are not experencng 
constant dsrupton. Three early studes from the 1980s reported on the general 
level of behavoural dffcultes posed by resdents. A large-scale survey of resdental 
placements concluded that about a ffth of chldren’s home resdents (over 11 years 
of age) posed problems of general unmanageablty. Rates were slghtly hgher for the 
more specalst nsttutons, whch accepted young people wth greater needs. Ffteen 
per cent of older chldren’s home resdents were descrbed at the tme as ‘serous 
attenton seekng’.16 An observatonal study of a small number of chldren’s homes 
concluded that below fve per cent of all actvtes observed were ‘devant’ rather 
than socally acceptable. No serous assaults on staff were observed.17
In one of the frst emprcal studes of chldren’s homes n England, heads of homes 
were asked to what extent resdents posed control problems for staff: just over half 
were reported to present no problems; for about a thrd they were ‘mnor’ and 16 per 
cent were ‘major’.18 The author concluded:
[It] was clear that the majorty of resdents n the establshments dd not pose 
major control problems … and chldren’s homes are not n a contnual state of 
crss because of the behavour of ther clents. Indeed, lethargy and boredom 
rather than uncontrollable behavour tend to be the more pressng of the 
problems.18, p 83
The occurrence of physcal restrants of young people deemed out of control has 
also been found to be nfrequent. Repeatng the above study a decade later, t was 
reported that n 54 days’ observer partcpaton, 12 physcal restrants of young 
people by staff occurred, nvolvng eght resdents. There were sad to have been 
fewer control problems than mght have been expected. Control problems affectng 
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adolescents mostly concerned ther desre to leave the buldng rather than conflct 
and dsagreement n the home tself.19 Another small-scale study of physcal 
restrants found that four unts never used restrants at all; three unts used them 
about once each year; fve unts used them once or twce each month; and only 
two used them more regularly.20 Research at one secure unt found that resdents 
ndvdually averaged about 2.5 punshments per week for acts of physcal defance 
(for example, acts of destructon, llct smokng).21
 2.6.2 violence to residents and staff
Whereas major behavoural challenges to staff may be nfrequent, there s often a 
wder undercurrent of peer conflct. Indeed, volent behavour n resdental homes 
between peers has attracted wder nterest. However, terms such as volence, 
aggresson, bullyng and anger are not always clearly defned. A detaled survey of 
local authorty chldren’s homes asked staff and resdents whether there were fghts 
at the home: staff responses were 28 per cent ‘yes’, 62 per cent ‘sometmes’ and 10 
per cent ‘no’. Young people were less unequvocal, answerng 37 per cent, 39 per cent 
and 24 per cent respectvely (see Table 2) .22
Table 2: children’s home staff and young people’s responses to an item in 
a scale: ‘There are fights here’ (%)
Yes Sometmes No
Resdents’ responses 37 39 24
Staff responses 28 62 10
Source:22
An n-depth, qualtatve study of young people lvng n 14 resdental unts explored 
ther understandng of volence between resdents.23 A fourfold dstncton of 
volence emerged from ntervews wth resdents: physcal contact volence; physcal 
non-contact volence (manly damage to property and physcal ntmdaton – threats 
to personal njury or control mechansms); sexual volence; and verbal attacks 
(see Table 3). Nearly all had experenced or observed physical	contact	violence as 
recpents, perpetrators or bystanders. Nearly three quarters had ether engaged n, 
or were subject to, ‘hgh-level’ volence, such as punches or kcks. But ths nvolved 
young men more than women and usually operated wthn boundares of safety. 
Just under half had experenced or observed physical	non-contact	violence. Reports 
of sexual	violence were thankfully low – coercve unwanted touchng, sexual 
ntmdaton and one rape n a prevous home. Sx (of the 71) young people had 
personally experenced sexual contact volence and nne sexual non-contact volence. 
Nearly all young people had experenced verbal	attacks: grls manly made allegatons 
aganst sexual reputaton (‘slag’, ‘lesse’ and so on) and boys pcked on famly 
background/‘mother cussng’. 
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Table 3: residents’ experiences of different forms of violence (at any 
stage and in all previous and current residential settings) (n=71)












38 24 – 21 13
Low-level 
physcal volence
‘Infrequent’ – – – –
Hgh-level 
physcal volence
– – 52 – –
Physcal non-
contact volence
– – 33 – ‘Almost all’
Sexual contact 
volence
6 – – – 6
Sexual non-
contact volence
9 9 – – –
Verbal attacks 
and nsults
‘Nearly all’ – – – –
Hgh-level verbal 
attacks
23 – – – –
‘Bullyng’ 33 – – – –
Note:	Categores are not mutually exclusve.
Source:	23
Usng young people’s and staff accounts n the same study,23 three homes were 
located at the low end of the volence contnuum, four demonstrated hgh levels and 
seven were mddle-range. There was consderable dfference between homes n the 
level and nature of volence. Staff n only one of the 14 homes dentfed persstently 
hgh levels of volence n the prevous month.23
Two related studes22, 24 reported smlar levels of volence to the above n 
local authorty homes. Levels were lower n a small sample of prvate homes for 
reasons that were dffcult to fathom but were possbly connected to an ncreased 
specalsaton and, hence, greater clarty over clentele, role and ethos.22, 24
Ant-socal behavour has been a greater problem n the ntensve world of secure 
unts. A qualtatve study looked at secure unts’ resdents’ own accounts of anger-
provokng ncdents and concluded that anger was a common experence for 
the group studed.25 Another study of securty nferred that ‘conduct dsorder’ 
dsappeared for resdents from 91 per cent to nl because, when n secure care, they 
could no longer engage n behavour that defned the condton (for example, truancy 
or theft). However, about half of boys contnued to demonstrate aggresson.26
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Other research based n a secure unt found that physcal attacks aganst peers and 
staff were very rare – about one every fve weeks. Instead, ‘defance’ was sad to 
be relentless, ‘whch tests the patence and resolve of those apponted to acheve 
control’.21, p 206 Defance was ether ‘physcal’ (any act of refusal to cooperate, such 
as acts of destructon, llct smokng and so on) or ‘verbal’ abuse to staff and peers. 
About 4.5 per cent of sanctons appled to volence. O’Nell concluded that almost 
all the young people who she ntervewed had experenced bullyng n the secure 
unts.27
There were few studes of behavoural dffcultes among dsabled chldren. A study 
n the late 1980s, based n one large nsttuton for chldren and young people wth 
severe physcal and learnng dsabltes n the US, reported that of the 51 resdents 
studed, the percentage demonstratng certan problem behavour on at least a 
monthly bass was as follows: httng – 14 per cent; pnchng – 14 per cent; btng 
– 18 per cent; scratchng – 22 per cent; pullng har – 10 per cent; throwng thngs 
– 35 per cent; food refusal – 73 per cent; screamng – 51 per cent; cryng – 73 per 
cent; ‘strppng’ – 8 per cent; spttng – 16 per cent; napproprate touchng – 16 per 
cent; breakng thngs – 4 per cent; pckng thngs apart – 18 per cent.28 In research 
such as ths, t s mportant to note that food refusal may depend on ts qualty; 
whle t s understandable for chldren to cry f they are sad or upset, or beng treated 
unreasonably. We turn later to studes’ fndngs about the context and meanng of 
behavour.
 2.6.3 Theft and damage to property in the home
There was surprsngly no detaled research on ths area. The nsurance ndustry may 
wsh to commsson some. A non-research publcaton by Nacro has argued that 
resdental centres have very dfferent responses to property theft and damage n the 
home tself, nvolvng the polce more or less frequently. The looked-after system, 
therefore, plays a role n ‘crmnalsng’ ts resdents (‘crmnogenc’) n a way that 
would be unlkely to happen f they were lvng n the communty.29
 2.6.4 school refusal
Evdence over the revew perod qute consstently shows that a mnorty of resdents 
are school refusers. Two early studes found that about a ffth of chldren’s home 
resdents were truants.16, 18 More recently, two nterlnked studes revealed that 
about one n sx resdents n local authorty homes were not attendng school due to 
excluson/suspenson or refusal, compared wth only fve per cent for prvate homes. 
Ths was nfluenced by most prvate establshments provdng ther own schoolng, 
whch s uncommon n the publc sector. There was much varaton n attendance 
levels between local authorty homes. More boys than grls mssed school.22, 24 The 
problem of school refusal dsappeared for a sample of young people admtted to 
secure unts.26 
 2.6.5 ‘runaways/absconding’
The problem of young people gong mssng from care appears to have grown. 
Rowe et al’s research reported that runnng away was a problem for 15 per cent of 
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the older chldren lvng n chldren’s homes (nearer double ths rate for the more 
specalst homes).16 But the most sgnfcant study of runaways s Wade and Behal’s 
research on young people (over the age of 11) lvng n 32 chldren’s homes n four 
authortes. They dscovered that 44 per cent of the resdental populaton went 
mssng at some stage durng the 12-month study perod. Ths vared consderably 
across the four authortes from about a quarter to three quarters. Around a quarter 
of the resdental populaton went mssng 10 tmes or more durng the course of the 
year.30
 2.6.6 regular alcohol or drug misuse
There s lttle evdence on the msuse of drugs n resdental homes and none that 
we encountered on alcohol consumpton. One research team asked how many 
young people n homes regularly used solvents or drugs – staff and young people’s 
estmates were smlar, at just over a thrd.22
 2.6.7 risky sexualised behaviour
Smlarly, there s only weak evdence on the extent of rsky sexualsed behavour 
among the resdental populaton. Research n the 1980s reported that 1 n 11 older 
chldren’s home resdents engaged n napproprate sexual behavour.16 Another 
study focused on 21 sexually abused or abusng chldren lvng n resdental care as 
part of a broader nvestgaton of substtute care. At least 3 of the 10 boys and 2 of 
the 11 grls had a consensual sexual relatonshp wth another resdent durng ther 
stay (all heterosexual apart from one lesban). Four of the 11 grls showed sexualsed 
behavour to other resdents – offerng themselves to boys or dressng provocatvely. 
Eght of the 21 chldren showed sexualsed behavour towards adults (ncludng 
outsde the placement). One of the 21 alleged sexual abuse from another resdent 
but ths was unsubstantated.31
Young people who go mssng can be at partcular rsk from sexual predators. 
Although not ntended to be a representatve group, and combnng both resdental 
and foster care, eght of the 36 chldren ntervewed n one study who had gone 
mssng from placements had been subjected to serous sexual assault whle away 
and no fewer than 10 had been drawn nto prosttuton. Professonals reported that 
chld sex abusers targeted runaways from care.30
 2.6.8 self-harm
Researchers n one study of chldren’s homes asked whether the followng statement 
was true: ‘Durng the last month I have felt or thought about kllng myself’. An 
astonshng 39 per cent repled n the affrmatve.22 Another study ntervewed three 
young women who had engaged n self-harm by cuttng or overdosng but does not 
gve nformaton about the ncdence of ths behavour.32
 2.6.9 depressive or eating disorders
There s some evdence that the resdental populaton experences depresson. 
Research nto boys n secure care found that, when assessed three months after 
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admsson, over a ffth were experencng major depresson.26 Two US studes provde 
further nformaton. Usng the Beck Depresson Inventory, 36 per cent of a sample 
of teenage resdents were assessed to be wthn the normal range, 21 per cent 
were experencng mld depresson,13 per cent mld to moderate depresson, 24 per 
cent moderate depresson and 6 per cent severe depresson.33 However, a study of 
younger chldren demonstrated that subjects were all wthn the normal range for 
depresson.34 More generally, two thrds of resdents n one study stated that they 
had felt mserable or unhappy durng the prevous month.22
There were no studes ncluded n the revew of eatng dsorders among the 
resdental populaton. 
 2.6.10 extreme uncommunicative or withdrawn behaviour
There were no detaled research fndngs on uncommuncatve or wthdrawn 
behavour. Half the young people ntervewed n one study sad that they had felt 
‘lonely’ durng the prevous month, whch s obvously not the same thng.22 The 
self-contaned and sometmes claustrophobc world of resdental care can make 
detachment dffcult. However, t s notceable that researchers have not addressed 
ths form of challengng behavour.
 2.7 risk factors for anti-social and disturbing behaviour in young 
people
 2.7.1 Gender
The relatonshp between gender and ant-socal behavour s complex. Perhaps 
surprsngly, there s some evdence to show that young men and women are equally 
lkely to engage n certan types of ant-socal behavour. For example, research n a 
secure unt concluded that the ncdence of general msbehavour was comparable for 
young men and women; patterns of staff sanctons were broadly smlarly appled.21 
Smlar proportons of males and females have been found to run away from 
resdental care.30 However, a partcpant observaton study wtnessed more physcal 
restrants of female resdents than males.19
But t has also emerged that grls are more lkely than boys to be vctms of volence. 
More grls than boys n one study experenced physcal contact volence categorsed 
as ‘low level’.23 ‘Hgh-level’ volence manly nvolved sngle-sex groups. Three studes 
reported the problem of sexual ntmdaton of females by males.22, 23, 27 One 
revealed that nearly a quarter of grls, compared wth seven per cent of males, sad 
that they had been taken sexual advantage of.22 Another hghlghted strong gender 
ssues n secure unts, where volent males were often placed alongsde vulnerable 
young women.27 But a small-scale qualtatve sample dscovered smlar levels of 
sexually abusng behavour from boys and grls towards others n the placement. 
Grls were more lkely to demonstrate sexualsed behavour towards other resdents 
or staff. Smlar numbers of boys and grls had a consensual sexual relatonshp n the 
placement.31
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 2.7.2 ethnicity
There s lttle evdence of the lnk between ethncty and ant-socal and dsturbng 
behavour n resdental care.35 There are mportant nternatonal dfferences 
and race and ethncty are key elements n the US chld welfare system. Afrcan-
Amercan chldren comprsed 15 per cent of chldren n the US n 2000 but some 46 
per cent of all admssons to chld welfare out of home care.36 In four of the sx US 
studes ncluded n ths research revew that provded nformaton, Afrcan-Amercan 
resdents were n a majorty. Much of the US chld welfare system and research, 
therefore, are nexorably concerned wth ethncty and race and n a qute dfferent 
way to other countres. A parallel may be culture and relgon n Northern Ireland.
Interestngly, an Englsh study found that mnorty ethnc chldren were 
overrepresented n resdental homes compared wth the local populatons. The 
largest group was those of mxed parentage – Afrcan-Carbbean/whte. The small 
number of mnorty ethnc ntervewees dd not feel partcularly vctmsed but nearly 
half agreed wth the statement that the home was ‘a better place for whte resdents 
than black’.22
A detaled qualtatve study reported a low level of expressed racsm between young 
people. Resdents and staff alke saw racst volence as partcularly harmful and 
unacceptable. All homes had strong polces to challenge racsm and t drew swft, 
consstent responses from staff.23
 2.7.3 age
Resdental homes now cater manly for an adolescent group and the lterature 
reflects ths. One study concluded that younger resdents were beng bulled by 
ther older peers. Seventy per cent of those aged 12 and under, nearly half of 13- 
to 14-year-olds but only a thrd of older resdents sad that someone had tred to 
bully them n the resdental home.22 Dfferences n perceved maturty, rather than 
chronologcal age per se, have been found to be assocated wth physcal volence 
between peers.23 In the same study, staff reported that younger resdents were more 
lkely to use physcal volence and to hde t from staff, whereas older peers used 
more covert and non-contact methods. Surprsngly, perhaps, an observatonal study 
reported more physcal restrants for younger resdents.19
In one study, runaways were found to be mostly md-teens but roughly a quarter 
were under 13 years of age.30 In another study, the under-13s were less lkely to 
say that they had been encouraged to get drunk whle resdent but there was lttle 
dfferentaton between older teenagers.22
 2.8 context of behaviour
It s mportant to know not just what ant-socal behavour s commtted by whom 
but n what crcumstances. Ths can help to understand, explan, avod or even 
prevent dffculty. One study of the task of workng n chldren’s homes reported 
that homes undergo cyclcal perods of peaks and troughs n resdents’ behavour.37 
Rses and falls n sanctoned behavour for males and females n a secure unt have 
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shown a smlar long-term trend.21 A partcpant observaton study found that 
mealtmes were sometmes a source of tenson and forewarned problems later n the 
day but that mealtmes were manly orderly, companonable experences.19 Physcal 
restrants of young people have been found to occur manly durng what were called 
perods of transton, that s, returnng from school, mealtmes or bedtmes. Most 
were durng the afternoon or evenng.20, see also 38 Young people n two secure unts 
were questoned about ther experences of anger. Anger was usually aroused n the 
presence of others (61 per cent) and n publc spaces: the lounge (44 per cent), other 
recreaton areas of the buldng (11 per cent) and elsewhere (22 per cent). Occurrence 
was qute evenly dvded between perods of the day but the young people’s anger 
mostly arose n the evenng (39 per cent).25
In one study, young people reported that nght tme was the most unsafe perod for 
peer volence, exacerbated by the shortage of wakng staff. Staff commented that 
three quarters of the acts of serous sexual volence between young people occurred 
between 8pm and 11 pm.23 A study of sexually abused and abusng young people 
confrmed, as mght be expected, that sexual actvty n shared rooms was dffcult to 
manage.31
Placng some of the most vulnerable and damaged young women n the same secure 
unts as hghly aggressve young men seems hardly conducve to grls’ welfare. In one 
study, lvng n a mxed-gender unt tended to beneft the boys but dsadvantaged the 
grls n ths regard. Most grls n the mxed unts complaned about the atttudes of 
the boys. 27 Other work found some evdence for lower levels of overall volence and 
verbal attacks n mxed-gender homes.23
On a qute dfferent topc, a study of three young women32 reported that they 
descrbed ther self-harmng behavour as a prvate and ntmate act, whch they dd 
not want to be stopped. The author descrbed a process of ‘dssocaton’ and one 
young woman commented: ‘When I’m cuttng sometmes I’ll look around and thnk 
“Ths s not my arm” and carry on’.32, p 62
 2.9 antecedents and causes of behaviour
 2.9.1 Young people
 2.9.1.1 Personal reasons
A complex range of ndvdual factors have been dentfed as precursors to ant-
socal behavour. One study reported that staff and resdents often saw grls as 
responsble for sexual volence due to ther provocatve behavour; boys, therefore, 
were absolved of responsblty.23 Workers n a secure unt felt that grls’ sexualsed 
behavour ncreased n the presence of boys to the detrment of both sexes.27 In the 
same study, grls stated that frustraton wth staff behavour could lead to anger, 
frustraton and actng out. 
Young people have sad that ‘anger-provokng ncdents’ were slghtly more often 
caused by staff than other resdents. Ther experence was aroused by a range 
of experences, ncludng beng told by staff that they couldn’t do somethng; 
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beng gnored; beng physcally assaulted by peers; or reluctantly beng made to 
comply.25 Intervews wth adolescents n the US revealed that they coped wth 
the unpredctablty and nstablty of ther lves and of resdental care by keepng 
relatonshps superfcal, dstancng themselves from others, mantanng prvacy, 
settng up ‘fronts’ or ‘barrers’ and engagng n ant-socal or dsturbed behavour.39
Reasons for gong mssng were found to be complex and to change over tme.30 
Runaways are often new admssons, unsettled and have not yet formed relatonshps 
wth carers. Young women n a resdental unt who self-harmed explaned that n the 
lead-up to the acts they were unreachable by others: self-harm fulflled a valuable 
functon for them when they felt bad.32 
 2.9.1.2 Group/social reasons
Group dynamcs play a part n challengng behavour. Young people and staff alke 
have dentfed the herarches that exst among peer groups wth a ‘peckng order’ 
and ‘top dogs’. Volence can be used to mantan poston n a herarchy. Conflct 
can concde wth new admssons, as the herarchy s renegotated. Resdents, and 
to some extent staff, saw retalaton to volent behavour as justfed.23 Smlarly, 
dffcultes n relatonshps wth peers emerged as a common theme n research on 
secure unts.27 Young people felt that staff were neffectve n dealng wth bullyng 
and so were forced to tackle t themselves.
 2.9.1.3 institutional/community reasons
Homes can vary consderably n ther experence of behavoural dffcultes. 
However, mportantly, challengng behavour n resdental homes has been found 
to be unrelated to ntake. Homes admttng the most problematc young people, 
therefore, do not necessarly wtness a greater amount of ant-socal behavour. 
Indeed, levels of runnng away and delnquent behavour n chldren’s homes were 
found to be unrelated to admssons. Ant-socal behavour was also unconnected 
wth staffng ratos or proportons of traned staff. Factors that were assocated wth 
lower levels of ant-socal behavour were hgh staff agreement, smaller homes and 
empowerment of the head.22
Another study also found that certan homes were dsproportonately affected 
by runnng away. Several young people spoke about how frghtened they were 
about enterng a resdental unt or feelng unsettled, anxous or alenated by the 
nsttutonal nature of the envronment.30 An early study of chldren’s homes 
reported an ncongruty between chldren’s needs and resdental styles: there was 
lttle matchng between chldren wth partcular problems and homes that were best 
placed or resourced to meet ther needs.18
Research n secure unts has dentfed nsttutonal practces that could exacerbate, 
let alone amelorate, problems. For example, n one study there were staff concerns 
about nsttutonal polces of mxng younger and older adolescents (13- and 17-
year-olds) n the same facltes. Major doubts also exsted about combnng male 
offenders and vulnerable young women. Some grls who had self-harmed were 
surprsed by puntve controls of beng strpped of personal possessons and beng 
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made to wear specal clothng; many stated that ther depresson and self-harmng 
ncreased as a result. In addton, many young people referred to dffculty n 
controllng ther anger, sadness and frustraton n an envronment n whch they were 
subject to a hgh level of external control. An emphass on non-smokng was wdely 
seen as napproprate by staff and resdents. Several socal workers ntervewed 
commented on the prson-lke culture n unts as unnecessary and oppressve.27
At a broader level, research on peer dynamcs n resdental care hghlghted the 
‘gendered’ nature of volence n our socety. Physcal, and to some degree sexual, 
volence were seen as expectatons of ‘normal’ male behavour. There was a 
homophobc culture among resdents and strong dsapproval of male behavour 
judged as ‘effemnate’. Smlarly, there were expectatons that grls would engage 
n verbal attacks and psychologcal ntmdaton (for example, gnorng or excludng 
others). It was concluded that tacklng volence partly depends on challengng some 
of these wder sexual stereotypes.23
 2.9.2 antecedents and causes of behaviour – staff
Several studes have hghlghted how staff nterventons can nfluence challengng 
behavour. US research has shown how staff can dffer n ther nterpretaton of 
behavoural dffcultes. Most agreement was found between resdental staff and 
communty workers but less wth nght staff. Thus, t s mportant for judgements 
to be undertaken durng structured tmes of the day. The most challengng young 
people tended to produce dscordant ratngs. It was concluded that behavoural 
ratngs should be obtaned from multple staff members and that wde varaton may 
serve as a rsk ndcator for serous future problems and poor resdental outcomes.40
Young people ntervewed n one study summarsed the qualtes of staff who are 
able to de-escalate potentally volent stuatons: those who effectvely use humour, 
can empathse wth the young people, lsten to ther vews, take ther grevances 
serously, are consdered mpartal and take an nterest n young people’s lves and 
culture. They felt that staff often used sanctons ndscrmnately. However, n ths 
study staff responded promptly and effectvely to racst language and behavour; and 
so, presumably, a smlarly coherent approach could successfully be appled to other 
forms of challengng behavour.23
A partcpaton observaton study commented that unacceptable behavour was 
usually, but not always, challenged verbally. The atmosphere n most homes was 
descrbed as generally orderly and frendly. Tensons were frequently dsspated by 
staff by jokng and frendly teasng. Whle staff voced concerns over methods of 
control and physcal restrant, frequent and approprate hugs, cuddles and other 
forms of physcal reassurance were evdent. Young people clearly enjoyed beng wth 
staff and contnually sought ther company.19 A smlar study a decade earler18 
concluded that staff were generally senstve to chldren’s needs and demonstrated 
an admrable degree of tolerance. Numerous potental crses were averted each day 
by tmely nterventons.18
Two studes have shown that staff lacked sklls and confdence n dealng wth 
sexualsed behavour.23, 31
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At a more nsttutonal level, a partcpant observaton study revealed that chldren’s 
home resdents not attendng school were found to be bored, lethargc and, as a 
consequence, sometmes dsruptve.19 There could be lttle structure to ther day. 
More generally, although chldren contnually nterrupted staff and demanded 
attenton, they could accept the nvolablty of certan tmes and events, such as 
staff handover meetngs: ‘Expectatons of acceptable behavour, therefore, can be 
developed’.19, p 93 Bedtmes were subject to less conflct than mght have been 
expected. All homes had farly strct rules about age-approprate bedtmes, whch 
young people manly accepted. Adolescents who had dffculty gettng up n the 
mornng often complaned of sleepng badly, yet there was no staff dscusson of how 
they had slept and what could be done about ths.
One nvestgaton reported that most homes studed had desgned ‘movng-n packs’ 
for new resdents, whch ncluded nformaton on polces and procedures as well as 
expectatons about behavour and volence.23 Young people n some homes observed 
that low staffng levels made t dffcult to fnd someone to talk to. Even serous 
sexual volence dd not always receve a full chld protecton nvestgaton as the law 
requred. Young people dd not object to the use of closed crcut televson (CCTV) 
n three of the 14 resdental homes studed. Importantly, homes reled manly on 
reactive rather than proactive strateges to deal wth volence and there was very 
lttle specalst, external help to manage behavour – these fndngs have been 
confrmed elsewhere.19, 27
Some staff felt that volence was exacerbated by the lack of nformaton when young 
people arrved; homes’ nablty to challenge napproprate referrals; and poorly 
planned admssons. The large sze and layout of some buldngs made resdents’ 
behavour dffcult to control. There was some evdence that volence was worst n 
homes wth the greatest concentraton of ‘negatve organsatonal factors’, namely: 
lack of nformaton on admssons; control over ‘volent’ referrals; lack of admsson 
procedures; emergency admssons; the nature of physcal layout; and unclear 
functons. In addton, larger homes (more than sx resdents) and sngle-gender 
homes also seemed to experence more volence and verbal attacks.23
Other research found nsuffcent use beng made of pror nformaton that could 
have helped antcpate problems.31 It could be dffcult for resdental workers to 
see case fles see also 27 and t was rare for them to seek to do ths. Often, workers 
dd not look at socal work fles to avod pre-judgng chldren, whch the authors 
descrbed as ‘surprsng and unprofessonal’.31, p 102 In general, staff dd not see ther 
responsbltes as extendng beyond the four walls of the home: even when young 
people were gong out to engage n hghly rsky (sexual) behavour, they attempted to 
dscourage them but dd not actually stop them. Other research found the same.19
A study of chldren gong mssng argued for better strateges to tackle bullyng. 
Homes wth fewer runaways demonstrated several factors.30 Ther managers 
had a clear dea of what they were tryng to acheve and some nfluence over 
admssons. Staff teams were cohesve and morale was hgh. Staff showed ther clear 
commtment to young people, had clear expectatons of ther behavour and nvolved 
them n decsons. However, external ‘pull’ factors could stll supersede ths. It was 
recommended that authortes produce clear gudance on procedures for homes on 
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what to do when young people go mssng, n order to help keep young people safe. 
On return from gong mssng, sanctons were often counterproductve (confrmed 
by O’Nell27). A more effectve approach was to offer a warm welcome back, coupled 
wth a senstve follow-up. Preventng runnng away depended on buldng long-
term relatonshps wth young people, trust and respect. Dversonary recreatonal 
actvtes helped as well as addressng young people’s problems and sources of 
unhappness. 
 2.10 effects of anti-social and disturbing behaviour on young people
Resdental lfe s clearly very dffcult for many young people. Resdents n one 
study22 were questoned about ther happness wth dfferent aspects of lvng n 
a chldren’s home. Responses were qute evenly dvded between those who were 
happy and those who were unhappy about the behavour of other resdents. Over 
three ffths sad that they were happy wth how punshments were mplemented.22
A detaled ntensve study depcted a complex set of events as young people could 
be both perpetrators and vctms of volence. Volence was rarely out of control 
but usually operated wthn certan boundares and rules. Yet some resdents were 
terrfed by ntmdaton and t can be dffcult to avod volence n a resdental 
settng.23 A range of responses to provocaton have been descrbed elsewhere: most 
thought over the events and consdered retrbuton, whle some ether removed and 
attempted to dstract themselves, or took out ther anger on nanmate objects.25
Several young runaways ntervewed n another study spoke of how frghtened they 
had been on enterng a resdental unt and felt bulled by other resdents.30 Research 
n secure unts concluded that many of the young people found the volent language, 
atttudes and behavour of peers dffcult to cope wth. Most grls were reluctant to 
dscuss ther experences wthn the unts. More grls than boys who were locked up 
suffered negatvely from the deprvaton of ther lberty.27
A study of self-harm dealt wth the effects of young women’s own behavour. After 
self-cuttng or overdosng, ntervewees sad that they felt releved and sometmes 
became more accessble to others. Self-cuttng was seen as a way of dealng wth 
problems.32
 2.11 effects of anti-social and disturbing behaviour on staff
There s evdence that most resdental chld care workers enjoy ther jobs and fnd 
them fulfllng. An overvew of research on resdental chld care workers throughout 
the UK found that morale was generally good but was sad to be ‘low’ for 34 per 
cent of respondents n Scotland, 30 per cent n Wales, 26 per cent n England but 
most postve at only 15 per cent n Northern Ireland. Job satsfacton was also 
found to be hghest n Northern Ireland. For the UK overall, 22–29 per cent sad that 
they were ‘very satsfed’ and a further 51–54 per cent ‘satsfed’. In these respects, 
Northern Ireland may be further ahead than the resdental sector elsewhere n the 
UK. Responses dd not vary partcularly by gender or job roles. Resdents’ behavour 
was not a factor that emerged as a determnant of the level of morale n chldren’s 
homes: the top three were teamwork, support and beng valued. The vast majorty 
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of respondents, n workng wth young people, consdered ther home to be a frendly 
place.41
However, most ntervewees reported that resdents sometmes abuse staff. It was 
sad that, even f ncdents and dsrespect are frequent, morale can also be hgh f 
good support and communcaton are n place, and managers of homes are aware of 
everyday problems.41
A thrd of staff workng at a secure unt n England sad that they had been njured 
at least once durng an ncdent nvolvng a young person; a thrd of these occurred 
durng a physcal restrant. One n fve, therefore, had been njured by a drect assault 
from a young person; or to put t another way, n ths faclty for some of the most 
dffcult ant-socal and dsturbng young people n the UK, four n every fve had not. 
Nearly 9 out of every 10 staff had been nvolved n a restrant ncdent and few felt 
that ths had been badly handled.42 Elsewhere, an nvestgaton of secure unts found 
hgh staff sckness absenteesm n half the unts studed, whch was felt to be stress-
related.27
In a small number of ntervews wth resdental staff, 3 of the 17 sad that an 
allegaton of abuse had been made aganst them. Ths had been very stressful, 
although eventually each had been exonerated. Male resdental workers sad they 
were very cautous about physcal contact wth grls n ther care. Few attempts had 
been made to understand why chldren made multple allegatons. Male workers 
often became dstant, whch harmed the grls further. Eght of the 17 workers 
commented that ther jobs caused them stress. Eleven consdered the overall support 
they receved to be good or satsfactory but only four receved regular, formal 
supervson on a monthly bass.31 An older study  reported that tensons were 
magnfed for resdental workers who also lved-n (a quarter of the local authorty 
homes’ sample), a rare occurrence nowadays.18
 2.12 intervention studies/evaluations
Despte our nternatonal search, there were relatvely few relable attempts to 
evaluate whether or not partcular resdental approaches worked. Two studes 
from the US evaluated the mpact of the Therapeutc Crss Interventon (TCI) 
methodology. One found some modest benefts but the other dd not. TCI was 
developed n the US n the 1980s and conssts of a structured tranng programme to 
develop resdental chld care workers’ sklls, knowledge and confdence to deal wth 
young people who are upset, n crss or posng behavoural problems.43 There are 
methodologcal problems n demonstratng that an nterventon alone s responsble 
for any changes n practce and behavour, separate from other nsttutonal features, 
such as the calbre of staff. The frst study43 was reported to fnd ‘lmted but 
promsng evdence’ of the effectveness of TCI but emphassed also the mportance 
of leadershp and collaboraton n a resdental faclty between staff at dfferent 
levels and from dfferent professonal backgrounds.43, p 313 A second study found no 
mpact on workers’ job competence or stress levels.44
Mxed fndngs were reported from the prelmnary results of an evaluaton of an 
alternatve approach to behavoural management used n the UK – PRICE (Protectng 
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Rghts n Care Envronments) restrant technques. There was some ncrease n 
reported staff confdence but also a belef that the technques placed them at greater 
rsk of njury than dd prevous methods.42
There were fve other nterventon studes n the research revew, once agan yeldng 
mxed fndngs. Interestngly, all are from the US. One ntroduced a cogntve 
behavoural approach to reduce aggresson n a small group of Afrcan-Amercan 
adolescents wth a hstory of abuse. The nterventon conssted of teachng sklls to 
use n potentally aggressve stuatons. Compared wth a control group who receved 
a more tradtonal therapeutc approach (such as open-ended dscusson groups), 
sgnfcant mprovements were reported.35
A second study, of a therapeutc treatment nterventon for chldren wth depresson, 
reported postve results, although there were desgn problems and measures 
ndcated that the group dd not appear partcularly depressed at the outset.34
A thrd study, on an outward-bound wlderness experence for a resdental group of 
adolescents, found no clear mprovement n self-esteem or behavour.45 Smlarly, 
fourth, an evaluaton of a behavour modfcaton regme dd not show statstcally 
sgnfcant mprovements n behavour.46
The ffth nterventon study was on the unusual topc of ‘paradoxcal nterventons’ 
n whch ‘the therapst appears to promote the worsenng or contnuaton of the 
problem rather than ts removal’.47, p ii Ths approach has been appled prevously 
to problems as dverse as hccups, agoraphoba and nsomna and may nclude 
temporarly encouragng and thereby reframng the behavour as a postve 
experence. It can nvolve the use of humour and dssocatng the symptom from the 
problem behavour tself (‘symptom decontextualsaton’). Ths modest, exploratory 
study of only three resdent adolescents, who posed severe dffcultes, reported 
some mprovement n ther behavour.47
More generally, a small group of teenagers ntervewed were manly postve about 
ther experences of resdental care. Nearly half felt that t had helped them to 
change ther behavour; a thrd of ther socal workers agreed.48
An evaluatve study of boys n secure unts found a notceable reducton n four 
of eght domans of need (aggressve behavour, depressed mood, anxety and 
relatonshps). The authors nterpret ths manly as a result of beng locked up 
and closely supervsed.26 A retrospectve follow-up study of a large US faclty 
reported some mprovements n resdents’ levels of self-esteem and depresson.33 
A small group of young women engaged n self-harmng behavour dentfed the 
characterstcs of professonals whom they had found most helpful: those who were 
not angry, dd not judge, and gently communcated a sense of kndness. They dd not 
lke adults who were judgemental or created oblgatons.32
 2.13 Young people’s perspectives
There are few detaled studes specfcally on young people’s perspectves on 
challengng behavour. There were several, for example those undertaken by young 
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people’s pressure groups or the meda, whch contaned ether lttle methodologcal 
detal or dd not allow for the lkely unrepresentatveness of respondents. 
One major study found that young people lvng n chldren’s homes were evenly 
dvded between those who were ‘happy’ wth the behavour of other resdents and 
those who were not.22 However, we have seen already how volence n resdental 
care can be a pervasve nfluence and one that s dffcult to avod.23 Volence was 
often normalsed for chldren (‘you just get used to t’), who usually turned to peers 
rather than staff for a source of support. Grls used ther frends for emotonal 
support but boys dd ths less often. Young people felt that staff were generally 
unsuccessful n controllng bullyng and that verbal attacks were not treated serously 
enough. They were postve about external, specalst nputs to address volence but 
were not keen when ths was part of resdental regmes. Most resdents felt that 
physcal restrants were used approprately. A small Australan study came to smlar 
conclusons, where the majorty of young people found the rules and dscplne 
n ther resdental home acceptable to them.49 Indeed, there s some evdence 
elsewhere that young people expected more behavoural control than they actually 
receved.19
An alternatve vew emerged n two studes. A small-scale study n the US concluded 
that homes were perceved by resdents to be excessvely restrctve and lacked 
ndvdual consderaton.39 Research n secure unts n England dscovered that 
envronments were often felt to be oppressve and sanctons appled arbtrarly.27
 2.14 staff perspectives
In a large-scale survey, staff reportng problems wth ther job placed mantanng 
order second n the lst. Only about half felt there was clear gudance for them 
on expectatons of dscplne or handlng volence.22 Another study at the tme 
wth smlar ams but adoptng a dfferent approach reached smlar conclusons.19 
‘Control’ was the sngle ssue about whch staff expressed greatest concern n ther 
work. They acknowledged that t was not so much that they were unaware of how 
they should be controllng behavour but that ths theoretcal understandng was not 
beng translated nto practce. They often remarked that, f they were to physcally 
restran a young person and s/he was subsequently to make an allegaton, they 
would not be confdent that the local authorty would be supportve and mpartal. 
Some, therefore, opted out of tacklng very dffcult behavour, for example f a young 
person nssted on leavng the buldng late at nght n what were felt to be unsafe 
crcumstances. Yet there were notceable dfferences between staff groups over how 
they perceved behavoural problems: where strateges had been developed they were 
less lkely to fnd ant-socal behavour overwhelmng.19, see also 50
In the same study, there was a marked dfference n short-breaks homes for 
chldren wth physcal and learnng dsabltes that were studed. These resdents 
posed sgnfcant behavoural challenges but staff more often responded promptly, 
frmly and consstently, makng clear to young people when ther behavour was 
unacceptable. Behavoural control for these resdents was often addressed n 
ndvdual care plans, unlke non-dsabled resdents elsewhere. Importantly, staff dd 
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not dwell on the behavoural management problems of ths group and lose sght of 
wder objectves.19
Staff nvolved n a qualtatve study acknowledged that wder strateges such as 
developng postve relatonshps were mportant precursors to preventng volence. 
Interestngly, chldren’s backgrounds and prevous experences of volence were 
largely absent from staff explanatons of current ant-socal behavour.23
A UK-wde overvew of studes of staff opnons produced a generally encouragng 
vew from the resdental chld care workforce.41 As we have already seen, job 
satsfacton was manly postve and, encouragngly, partcularly hgh n Northern 
Ireland. In dentfyng nfluences on morale n homes, resdents’ behavour was not 
uppermost but felt to be a relevant factor.see also 37 The research concluded that 
staff could cope wth challengng behavour so long as managers were aware of what 
was occurrng n unts, and good support and communcaton were n place.41
 2.15 conclusion
There are two broad categores of conclusons to emerge from ths systematc 
research revew of challengng behavour n resdental chld care: one concerns the 
research and methodologcal mplcatons of the task tself; and the other relates 
to the fndngs from the studes. Most readers wll probably be more nterested n 
the fndngs and ther mplcatons for practce but the former s also mportant. We 
brefly reflect on ths frst.
 2.15.1 conclusions about the evidence base
The task was extensve and complex. Partly ths was of our own creaton but, n 
retrospect, we feel that our approach was approprate. Some ndvduals connected 
wth socal work are suspcous of systematc revews and we hope that we have 
made a contrbuton to the feld that takes nto account the nature of socal work as 
an academc dscplne and as a professon. We have nether accepted low standards 
n publshed work, nor adopted too rgd an approach preferred by pursts. There 
s much more methodologcal development for SCIE and others to undertake and 
hopefully ths balance wll be mantaned.
Concernng the nternatonal focus of the revew, we were dsapponted not to 
uncover more relevant studes from countres other than the UK and the US, but ths 
may reflect the prortes of the databases we searched and the academc journals 
n whch researchers choose to publsh. Much of the precedng analyss features 
fve Englsh studes that come up repeatedly.19, 22, 23, 27, 30 Those who are serously 
nterested n resdental chld care would be advsed to read each. There were 
contrasts between the UK and US lterature – there were more appled studes and 
evaluatons n the former, whle the US research tended to be more psychologcal n 
approach and often concerned wth ssues of prevalence and valdaton nvolvng the 
applcaton of standardsed nstruments. There s more of a mental health dmenson 
to chld welfare n the US and a dfferent pattern of servces, wth more prvately-run 
nsttutons. It was sometmes dffcult to know whether research was sponsored by 
the propretor and the possble consequences ths mght have. Race and culture are 
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manfested very dfferently n resdental care n the US, the UK and Northern Ireland. 
Clearly, research from overseas may not always be of drect relevance to the stuaton 
n the UK. We are also aware that practce may have moved on snce, or because of, 
some of the research cted, such as the nterprofessonal protocols for chldren who 
go mssng from resdental homes.
So what are the man conclusons from our revew of the nature of challengng 
behavour n resdental care and how to deal wth t effectvely? A major concluson 
from the exercse s the paucty of materal. Wthn the parameters we set, we 
managed to fnd 62 studes over the 20 or so years of the revew perod, just over 
half of whch provded us wth suffcent confdence of ther relablty. Furthermore, 
the 33 we were able to use were qute spread out n terms of ther focus. Academcs 
usually argue for more research and nvestment n ther chosen feld, whch we can 
therefore take as read, but ths nevtably means that our conclusons should be 
cautous. Research revews sometmes gve an appearance of seekng ‘the soluton’ 
that provdes the answer to a problem or to specfy how resources should or should 
not be used. We are unlkely to detect a breakthrough n socal work: the orgns, 
manfestatons and possble responses to challengng behavour n resdental care are 
so multfaceted that many confoundng factors are nvolved. Havng sad that, certan 
mportant messages emerge from the revew. Our conclusons are those that emerge 
clearly from the most authortatve studes or are corroborated by more than one 
source. 
 2.15.2 main findings
Our revew ndcated that most resdents do not pose major behavoural challenges 
to staff. The majorty of homes are not experencng constant dsrupton. There 
s somethng wrong f one s. Most resdents are not school refusers. However, 
there s some evdence that the problem of gong mssng from resdental care has 
grown. There are partcular problems wth secure provson due to the nature of the 
envronment and the crcumstances of young people who are locked up. Importantly, 
there s evdence that the extent of behavoural problems s unrelated to ntake 
– some homes contan and engage successfully wth very challengng young people, 
whle the opposte also apples.
Although the behavoural problems n resdental care may have been overstated, 
nonetheless there s often an undercurrent of peer conflct nvolvng group dynamcs 
and herarches. Its effects are pervasve n a resdental envronment and t s dffcult 
to avod. Many chldren are unhappy lvng n resdental homes and fnd t stressful; 
ths stems not just from ther own backgrounds but also from peer relatons.
Grls as well as boys pose challengng behavour although sometmes t s expressed 
dfferently. Grls are more often vctms of volence than are males and there s a 
partcular duty to protect the most vulnerable, such as those who have prevously 
been exploted or abused. Behavoural problems generally ncrease wth age but not 
always.
Challengng behavour n resdental homes seems to occur manly durng evenngs 
and nght tme. Staffng patterns, other resources and strateges should take ths 
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nto account. Staff seem to make nadequate use of pror nformaton that would 
help them to understand and contend wth ant-socal behavour. Responses should 
be more proactve than reactve. Imposton of sanctons s counterproductve when 
young people return from runnng away. It can be a dffcult pattern to break nto but 
a warm, carng approach s generally preferable. Staff lack confdence and sklls n the 
dffcult area of sexualsed behavour.
Despte the complcatons and stresses of resdental care work, there s evdence that 
staff fnd ther work mostly rewardng and job satsfacton s hgh. Sgnfcantly, the 
level of staff anxety about volence s not drectly related to ts ncdence and both 
need to be addressed. It s eased when managers are drectly nvolved n daly lfe n 
resdental unts, and communcaton and support are good.
There was no clear evdence about the success of partcular types of structured 
nterventons that others mght adopt. Intatves ranged from the delcate 
applcaton of aromatherapy ols to nner-cty youths from southern US encamped 
n the wlderness. Nether produced the desred results. Ths does not mean that 
specfc nterventons, such as the TCI approach (whch s wdely used), are wthout 
mert and they should be looked at further. But t s lkely to be the way n whch such 
models are mplemented, to whom, by whom and n what context rather than ther 
ntrnsc mert. However, some nterventons may lend themselves, more than others, 
to the partcular crcumstances of resdental chld care and the characterstcs of ts 
workforce. Ths wll vary by country and localty.
 2.15.3 Practice implications
So f ths search for the ‘holy gral’ s lkely to be elusve, what does research tell us 
about ‘what works’ wth challengng behavour n resdental chld care? The clearest 
message from the studes revewed s that certan staff features and styles of workng 
are most lkely to mnmse behavoural problems as well as to beneft resdents more 
generally. In summary, managers need to have clear objectves and nfluence over 
admssons. Lvng unts should be small. Staff coherence s mportant and workers 
should respond promptly and consstently to dsturbances. Staff should demonstrate 
a clear commtment to young people, be acceptng and demonstrate a warm, carng 
atttude. They should develop relatonshps of trust and respect, lstenng to young 
people and takng ther problems and vews serously.
These are generaltes and there has been lttle, f any, theoretcal or emprcal 
nvestgaton of what these terms mean. For example, what exactly are ‘warm and 
carng’ or ‘acceptng’? How are they best demonstrated? Are there gender or cultural 
dmensons? Do partcular elements of each lead to dfferent consequences and 
responses from certan chldren? What are the mplcatons for dfferent age groups 
of resdents? These general conclusons are not new and have long been contaned 
n the practce lterature. The research task s to explore the detal and provde 
refnement.
There are other notceable, specfc gaps n the research lterature. For example, 
there was very lttle on race and ethncty, especally gven ts sgnfcance for chld 
welfare n the US. Our searches dscovered no studes of relgous/sectaran conflct 
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n resdental settngs n Northern Ireland. There was hardly anythng on how to 
respond to the behavoural challenges of dsabled chldren n dfferent crcumstances. 
Especally gven the emphass on partnershps wth young people and nvolvng them 
n care plannng, there was lttle relable nformaton on young people’s perspectves. 
Several studes canvassed young people’s vews but there were methodologcal 
problems and the results were frequently unrelable. Several areas of challengng 
behavour were almost entrely unexplored, such as theft and property damage n 
homes, alcohol and drug msuse, and self-harm.
Fnally, there s much less resdental chld care nowadays n the UK than htherto. 
That whch remans can prove unsettlng for young people and rase anxety among 
carers. No smple solutons exst and there s much more that we need to explore. 
But a number of messages have been confrmed that we should act on.
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The practce survey sought to address the questons outlned n Chapter 1 by drawng 
on current experences of those nvolved n chldren’s resdental care n Northern 
Ireland. Ths chapter begns by gvng an overvew of the context of resdental care 
n Northern Ireland, followed by an outlne of the breadth of the practce survey, 
the data collecton methods employed and the nature of the data analyss. The 
emergent themes from the data analyss provde the structure for the descrpton of 
the fndngs and the conclusons for ths element of the knowledge revew. Two other 
aspects of the practce survey, namely the contextual materal from England and the 
mappng exercse completed n Northern Ireland, may be found n Appendces 6 and 
7 respectvely. 
 3.1 context of children’s residential care in northern ireland 
 3.1.1 Background 
As wth other jursdctons wthn the UK the past two decades have seen sgnfcant 
changes n chldren’s resdental care n Northern Ireland. These changes have been 
underpnned by a raft of legslatve and polcy developments ncludng the Regional	
Strategies	for	Residential	Care	for 1987-92 and 1992-97;	the Children	(NI)	Order	
199551; the report Children	Matter 52 and the report of the assocated Chldren 
Matter Task Force.53 Combned, these have resulted n a shft n thnkng so that 
chldren’s resdental care provson s ncreasngly seen as an ntegral part of the chld 
welfare system. 
Frst, by recognsng that resdental care can be a postve alternatve for some 
chldren, the Regonal Strategy of 1992–97 addressed the downward pressure that 
had been placed on resdental places by the prevous strategy of 1987–92. The 
1992–97 Regonal Strategy also proposed that there should be small resdental 
facltes desgned to meet the assessed needs of chldren through specalst provson. 
Durng the same perod, new requrements were placed on resdental care by the 
Children	(NI)	Order 1995 and many resdental provders wthn the voluntary sector 
wthdrew ther servces wth the number of resdental places fallng from 688 
n 1986 to 240 n 1997.52 As a result, the Socal Servces Inspectorate undertook 
an extensve revew of resdental chld care, the outcome of whch was Children	
Matter.52 Ths	report specfcally recommended:
 • a move from large nsttutons to smaller, more homely settngs
 • greater emphass on support, tranng and status of staff
 • ncreased awareness of the dversty of chldren’s needs
 • an acknowledgement of chldren’s vulnerablty n resdental settngs
 • the mportance of equalty of access to resdental care places for all chldren. 
Thus, the Children	Matter report provded the foundaton for the expanson and 
reconfguraton of chldren’s resdental servces n Northern Ireland.  The Report	
of	the	Children	Matter Task	Force	further defned clear prncples to underpn 
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the expanson of the chldren’s resdental care sector, prncples that renforced 
resdental care as a crucal element of the chldren welfare system, hghlghted the 
need for a dverse range of resdental provson and specfed that where possble, 
chldren should be placed locally, unless ther need for specalst servces negates ths 
possblty.53
Dstnctve to chldren’s resdental care n Northern Ireland s the gudance to the 
Children	(NI)	Order	(1995), whch emphasses that all resdental socal workers should 
hold a professonal qualfcaton and ths s reflected n the fact that the number 
of resdental staff n Northern Ireland who hold socal work qualfcatons s much 
greater than n England.52, 54 Other more recent nformaton hghlghts the hgher 
levels of morale n resdental chld care staff n Northern Ireland (37 per cent) as 
opposed to England (15 per cent) and job satsfacton (29 per cent n Northern 
Ireland as opposed to 22 per cent n England).41, 55
Reflectng the government’s contnung commtment to chldren n care, the Health 
Mnster Paul Goggns recently launched for consultaton a strategy that looks 
at how young people who are looked after can be supported to acheve ther full 
potental – Care	Matters	in	Northern	Ireland:		A	bridge	to	a	better	future 56 – whch 
renforces much of Children	Matter.52	It proposes the ntegraton of resdental chld 
care wthn the wder chld care system and reasserts the need for placement choce 
wthn the resdental sector to be accessed on the bass of assessed need, rather 
than a placement of last resort. The strategy also ams to reduce the number of 
chldren lvng n most resdental chldren’s homes to a maxmum of four chldren 
per home and to plan future developments of new or replacement homes on ths 
bass. The consultaton document also advses that the Regulaton and Qualty 
Improvement Authorty (RQIA) s to report to the Department of Health, Socal 
Securty and Personal Safety by March 2009 as to the qualty of chldren’s resdental 
care n Northern Ireland, adherence to Statements of Purpose, examples of good and 
nnovatve practce and areas where mprovements need to be made. If ths strategy 
s successful t could be assumed that the reducton n the numbers of chldren lvng 
n resdental care homes could be benefcal n terms of managng challengng and 
dsruptve behavour. Ths, combned wth the current clmate of poltcal change n 
Northern Ireland, wll hopefully leave chldren’s resdental care n the advantageous 
poston of beng able to promote and mplement postve change (see Appendx 8 for 
further detals).
 3.1.2 numbers of looked-after children in northern ireland 
As of 31 March 2005 there were 2,531 looked-after chldren n Northern Ireland or 
56.1 per 10,000 of the populaton aged under 18 years. Ths s a 3.5 per cent ncrease 
snce 2003 when there were 2,446 looked-after chldren and s slghtly hgher than 
the correspondng fgure n England but lower than n Wales and almost half that 
n Scotland. On the same date the majorty of these chldren were n foster care 
(63 per cent), 20 per cent had been placed wth famly members, 12 per cent were n 
resdental care and the remander were n other placements. It s well documented 
that older chldren are more lkely than younger chldren to be placed n resdental 
accommodaton and t therefore comes as no surprse to learn that of those n 
resdental care 56 per cent were between 12 and 15 years of age and 31 per cent 
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were 16 or over. Perhaps slghtly more surprsng s the fact that 11 per cent were 
between 4 and 11 years of age and 2 per cent were under fve years of age.57
 3.1.3 children’s homes in northern ireland 
In March 2005 there were 58 chldren’s homes across Northern Ireland (see Appendx 
8). The majorty of young people n chldren’s resdental care (80 per cent) were n 
homes provded by a health and socal servces trust, a voluntary chld care agency or 
a prvate provder. Ffteen per cent were accommodated at the regonal care centres* 
based at Lakewood and Glenmona (both lsted under the Eastern Board n Appendx 
8) and fve per cent n secure accommodaton (that s, accommodaton provded for 
the purpose of ‘restrctng lberty’).+ It s also worth notng that for a number of these 
chldren resdental care s provded by specalst unts outsde Northern Ireland such 
as specalst therapeutc communtes n England.55, 58
There s a range of dfferent types of chldren’s homes n Northern Ireland, whch 
nclude respte care for young people wth serous dsabltes, other unts that cover 
a varety of care and treatment optons, a resdental faclty for the under-12s 
and short-term treatment facltes, that are operated by voluntary organsatons. 
However, the focus of ths practce survey s on the three basc types of statutory 
non-secure resdental unts sted across Northern Ireland, these beng:  
 • Assessment	units: chldren aged 12 or over may be admtted to assessment unts 
for up to sx months durng whch a comprehensve assessment of need wll be 
completed. Many such admssons may be emergency admssons, although they 
may also be planned n the context of evdent and progressve famly breakdown.
 • Intensive	support	units: these unts offer medum-term placements, typcally of up 
to 18 months, for young people n the care system whose behavour or emotonal 
needs have resulted n other forms of placement beng untenable. Staffng ratos 
and skll levels are consummate wth the goals of provdng ntensve support to 
both young people and ther famles/carers, and preventng further deteroraton 
n a young person’s stuaton that mght result n placement n a secure care 
settng.
 • Long-term	care	units: these placements are planned to last for longer perods, 
more than 18 months, and typcally untl young people reach the age of 18. They 
are provded for young people for whom foster care or a return to the famly 
home s not deemed an opton, and focus on supportng young people through 
ndependence tranng and nto ndependent lvng.
 * The two regonal resdental chld care centres provde resdental chld care 
beds for all of the Trusts n Northern Ireland.
 + There s one secure unt n Northern Ireland. Artcle 44 of the Children	(NI)	
Order	(1995) states that a chld who s beng looked after by an authorty 
may be placed, n secure accommodaton f t appears that (a) () she has a 
hstory of abscondng and s lkely to abscond from any other descrpton 
of accommodaton; and () f she absconds, she s lkely to suffer sgnfcant 
harm; or (b) that f she s kept n any other descrpton of accommodaton she 
s lkely to njure hmself or other persons.
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Statements of Purpose and Functon of homes provde a mechansm that enables 
them to operate to an explct agenda, thereby mprovng the potental for chldren 
to experence postve outcomes from ther tme n chldren’s resdental care. 
Requrements for the management of challengng and dsruptve stuatons are to 
be found prmarly n the Children	(NI)	Order	(1995) and Volume 4 of accompanyng 
rules and regulatons.51, 54 The Order tself requres all chldren’s homes to have 
wrtten gudance on methods of care and control, dscplnary and grevance 
procedures, and methods for dealng wth aggresson and volence. 
 3.2 methods of data collection and analysis
Informaton was gathered from a wde range of people, representng all those wth 
a polcy or practce nterest n chldren’s resdental care. Sources of data for the 
practce survey ncluded:
Scrutiny of policy documents: all relevant polcy documents from recent years that 
mpact on chldren’s resdental care were read. Ths helped nform the feldwork 
and nterpretaton of the data and allowed the fndngs to be placed wthn an 
approprate context. 
Records of ‘incidents’ in children’s homes: the research team hoped to map ncdents 
of challengng behavour n order to understand the scale of ths concern. Although 
all homes are requred to record nstances of untoward behavour and report these 
to the RQIA, there s no central or standardsed system for collectng or analysng 
ths nformaton. The research team were gven access to recent Quarterly Reports 
wth the ntenton of ganng some ndcaton of the frequency of ‘challengng and 
dsruptve stuatons’, albet mnmal. However, t s mportant to note here that the 
RQIA nspecton team were concerned that the untoward ncdents that are recorded 
n these reports do not cover many of the challengng and dsruptve stuatons that 
staff would be requred to manage on a daly bass (see Appendx 7).
Interviews with senior staff in government, health and social services Boards 
and Trusts: ndvdual ntervews were held wth nne people wth responsblty 
for developng polcy or commssonng chldren’s resdental care servces across 
Northern Ireland. Whle these focused on the specfc ssue of challengng and 
dsruptve stuatons, they also provded nsght nto current strategc ssues.
Focus group with RQIA staff: a focus group was held wth staff from the RQIA to gan 
ther perspectve on challengng and dsruptve stuatons, based on ther detaled 
knowledge of practce wthn chldren’s resdental care.
Focus groups with unit managers: focus groups were held wth resdental unt 
managers n each of the four Board areas. All managers n the area (n=58) were 
nvted to attend, only 16 of whom actually partcpated.
Focus groups with staff from five children’s homes: n accordance wth the practce 
survey proposal, fve chldren’s homes were nvted and subsequently agreed to take 
part n the study. The homes were chosen followng dscussons wth the RQIA and 
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Board managers and were selected on the bass that they best met the crtera of 
ether:
 • havng a hgh ncdence of challengng and dsruptve stuatons, or
 • usng creatve or nnovatve ways of workng wth challengng and dsruptve 
stuatons.
Fve focus groups were held n each of the homes, nvolvng a total of 33 members of 
staff.
Discussions with young people: young people from each of these fve homes were 
also nvted to gve ther vews through small group dscussons, usng approprate 
nteractve tools. A total of 18 young people partcpated. 
All staff and young people resdent n the fve homes were nvted to attend the 
focus group/dscusson and those who were able to attend dd. Partcpants ncluded 
a range of gender, age, experence, and length of tme assocated wth the home (as 
a resdent or a member of staff). Staff ncluded a mxture of temporary and full-tme 
staff and ncluded staff wth a range of workng hours. 
Children’s residential sector in England: data relatng to England was collected to 
provde some further context for the Northern Ireland part of the study. Informaton 
from England was provded from three sources: an analyss of the vews of chldren 
on relevant topcs from the Commsson for Socal Care Inspecton (CSCI) reports, 
two focus groups wth managers and staff from a wde range of resdental unts, 
and a summary of the latest data from Inspectons of Chldren’s Homes, related to 
Natonal Mnmum Standards. These fndngs are outlned n Appendx 6.
All the data gathered through the practce survey were transcrbed and explored for 
common emergng themes, whch provded the structure for the reportng of the 
fndngs.
 3.2.1 ethical considerations
Ethcal approval was secured from the Offce for Research Ethcs Commttees n 
Northern Ireland (ORECNI). Ths requred careful consderaton to be gven to ethcal 
ssues that mght arse and steps were put n place to address these. The research 
revew was based solely on publshed lterature and so there was no prospect of harm 
to research partcpants. In the practce survey, the research desgn, methods and 
dssemnaton process were carefully developed to address any dspartes of power 
and status between researchers and partcpants and to promote trust/respect. 
Informaton for partcpants explctly outlned ncluson crtera, and efforts were 
made to respond to ndvdual needs where relevant. Researchers ensured that 
partcpants felt comfortable and secure n famlar or convenent venues, wth any 
addtonal support requred. Data collecton technques were desgned for the focus 
groups encouragng exploraton of key ssues wthout requrng ndvduals to relate 
personal experences. The anonymty and prvacy of partcpants was respected 
and confdentalty assured unless there were clear reasons for t to be broken. 
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Thus, pror to any one-to-one ntervew or group dscusson partcpants were made 
aware that should there be any dsclosure that suggested that ndvduals may harm 
themselves or others ths nformaton would have to be passed on to the relevant 
person. In fact ths dd not arse. Two experenced researchers were present at each 
focus group so that one was avalable to address ndvdual queres or concerns. In 
addton, opportuntes were provded for partcpants to supplement the dscusson 
anonymously usng a pen and paper format, and/or to make addtonal ponts n 
prvate by speakng to a researcher after the focus group or by telephone.
One of the man ethcal concerns of ths knowledge revew was that the practce 
survey nvolved conductng research wth chldren looked after n resdental chld 
care, whch could rase addtonal ssues. The researchers carryng out ths aspect of 
the research were from NCB, Northern Ireland and were experenced n workng wth 
young partcpants and conductng ‘talk shops’ wth ths populaton. They operated 
n complance wth Wes’s Gudelnes for Research,59 whch requres researchers to 
ensure that the physcal, socal and psychologcal well-beng of partcpants s not 
affected by ther nvolvement.59
Addtonally, the data collecton technques were dscussed wth the Young People’s 
Advsory Group, whch conssted of resdental care-experenced young people as 
well as representatves from the Voce of Young People n Care (VOYPIC). Each young 
person was gven an opportunty to ‘opt out’ of the research at the begnnng or at 
any stage of the data collecton and pror arrangements were made wth resdental 
unt staff, so that any young person who wthdrew knew what alternatve actvtes 
they could engage n. Young people who wanted to be nvolved (opt n) were nvted 
to a focus group (‘talk shop’). Each focus group began wth a dscusson about the 
meanng of ‘consent’, ‘anonymty’ and ‘confdentalty’ (usng a leaflet to explan 
terms). At the end of the ‘talk shop’ all young people were debrefed and provded 
wth local sources of support as well as researchers’ contact detals should they want 
to dscuss further any ssues that were rased.
The researchers conductng the focus groups wth the young people were not the 
same as those conductng the research wth the staff groups n order to ncrease 
a sense of anonymty and confdentalty for the young partcpants. All adult 
partcpants were nvted to a polcy and practce workshop to receve feedback and 
dscuss fndngs.
 3.3 Practice survey findings
The fndngs are based on evdence from senor staff n government, Boards and 
Trusts, RQIA staff, resdental unt managers, staff from fve chldren’s homes and 
young people n the same homes. Quotes from all of these partcpants are used to 
llustrate the themes and the orgn of the quote s dentfed. The fndngs from the 
young people are delberately nterwoven nto those from the adult partcpants. 
Where the fndngs are based on data from one specfc group ths s made clear (for 
example, adult partcpants, young people, unt managers, staff). Where they are 
common to all partcpants the term ‘all partcpants’ or smply ‘partcpants’ s used.
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In the ntroducton to ths report we hghlghted the dfferent nature of the evdence 
that derves from the research revew and that generated by collatng the experences 
and vews of those currently nvolved n chldren’s resdental care – ether as staff, or 
as managers or as resdents. The value of the model of knowledge revew adopted by 
SCIE s the broad range of evdence on whch conclusons are based.
Whle there was a hgh degree of smlarty between the emergent themes n the 
practce survey and those n the research revew t was decded not to ‘shoe-horn’ 
the naturally occurrng themes of the qualtatve data nto the same categores as 
those of the research revew. In reportng the fndngs from the practce survey we 
have used the themes that emerged from analyss of the responses from all the 
partcpants. Therefore, the categores that are used for ths chapter are: 
 • challengng and dsruptve stuatons and ther trggers
 • respondng to challengng and dsruptve stuatons
 • promotng effectve practce n dealng wth challengng and dsruptve stuatons.
 3.4 challenging and disruptive situations and their triggers 
All respondents were asked to descrbe the nature and extent of challengng and 
dsruptve stuatons that arse n resdental chldren’s homes and dentfy the 
factors that contrbute to or exacerbate challengng and dsruptve stuatons. From 
the ntervews and focus group dscussons the followng categores emerged under 
ths theme: challenges related to () group dynamcs, () young people, () staff, 
(v) managng rsky behavour and (v) the organsaton and resources. 
 3.4.1 challenges related to group dynamics
The nature of challengng and dsruptve stuatons was reported by all partcpants 
to be determned by the mx of the group at any partcular tme. Several young 
people mentoned that there appears to be a ‘peckng order’ among young people 
themselves and unless a newly arrved resdent s able to ‘stand up’ for themselves 
then they are lkely to be the vctm of bulles.
Staff and managers hghlghted the ssue of peer herarches and bullyng wthn the 
group:
‘… that’s very dsturbng for staff, when they fnd themselves n stuatons where 
a young person s beng very abusve, bullyng towards other young people and 
they’re fndng t very dffcult to manage and provde adequate protecton for a 
young person.…’ (Trust manager)
Bullyng of young people by other young people was mentoned by the young people 
themselves, as was the fact that young people often tred to bully the staff. Ths was 
usually verbally, wth name-callng and nsults beng qute a common occurrence. It 
was suggested that the young person who bulled others could also have a postve 
nfluence on ther peers:
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‘Young people mght tell the others to stop [dong somethng dsruptve/
challengng] … sometmes t works because they would be scared of them.’  
(young person)
It was also mportant for young people that they commanded respect from both 
staff and peers. Ths was ganed by showng that they could be assertve when 
necessary and especally at the begnnng of a stay:
‘Stck up for yourself but know when to back down too.’ (young person)
‘Don’t let staff walk all over you or shout at you at the start or t’ll be lke that 
forever.’ (young person)
Group lvng was also perceved to create challengng and dsruptve stuatons n 
terms of negatve peer nfluence. One example of ths was young people refusng to 
go to school and persuadng others to do lkewse. Tryng to keep younger chldren 
safe from nfluence of rsk-takng behavour of other young people was also a 
challenge. Staff and managers spoke of ‘contamnaton of young people’ as well as 
the potental for young people to be drawn specfcally towards partcular behavour 
by unsettled resdents: 
‘… the young person who’ll self harm wll have seen t n prevous placements … 
ts learned behavour.… Group lvng breeds that sort of thng.’ (unt manager)
Many of the young people who partcpated n the study felt that the very nature 
of group lvng nevtably led to challengng and dsruptve stuatons. They ponted 
out that several (as many as eght n some cases) young people wth dfferent needs, 
backgrounds, personaltes and problems had to share the same space. The young 
people do not have any choce n decdng wth whom they share ther daly lves.
Partcpants emphassed that one young person could have a major mpact n a 
resdental unt and cause major dsrupton for other young people and staff:
‘… you get the scenaros on occason, maybe two kds wndng up the whole unt 
so you have the whole unt up all nght and that must be terrble for the kds lvng 
there tryng to have a good nght’s sleep and to go about ther lves n a normal 
way....’ (unt manager)
Staff dentfed a need for sgnfcant one-to-one work wth each of the young people 
wthn a home. However, ths s very dffcult to acheve on occasons, especally f 
there s a hgh number of young people and a small number of permanent full-tme 
staff.
 3.4.1.1 stability/length of stay
Short-term placements also contrbute to the group dynamcs and were descrbed as 
a sgnfcant mpact, wth both emergency and new admssons havng the potental 




‘Young people try and fnd the peckng order, agan who s the leader of the pack 
and the people who’ve been there tryng to psych themselves, do as I say, follow 
my leads.’ (unt manager)
and may not wsh to nvest n a stay that s categorsed as short term:
‘They start to dstance themselves from staff because t’s not gong to be as 
dffcult to move on f they don’t have such good relatonshps….’ (unt manager)
Young people agreed wth ths, ndcatng that sometmes new people arrvng 
at or others leavng the home dsturbed the dynamcs and created an unsettled 
atmosphere, whch could lead to challengng and dsruptve stuatons. 
Alternatve approaches to address emergency placement ssues were: dfferentaton 
of chldren’s resdental homes wth clear Statements of Purpose; use of respte 
placements, and provson of ntensve support unts; specalst chld and adolescent 
mental health servces (CAMHS) support; and foster care servces. 
 3.4.2 challenges related to young people
Behavour that come under ths category are assocated wth the young people 
themselves and range from defant, non-complant behavour such as school refusal, 
not completng homework, smokng n the buldng or clmbng onto the roof, 
through to verbal and physcal volence aganst peers and staff. All of these were 
reported by the adult partcpants as beng challengng for them to manage, although 
ther frequency was perceved as beng determned by a varety of factors, ncludng 
the make-up of the group of young people and the staff team. Certan flashpont 
tmes were dentfed for the occurrence of such behavour, especally late evenng 
and bedtme:
‘Flashpont tmes would be sort of later evenng tmes when kds don’t want to 
adhere to the sort of boundares that would be set, for example bedtmes.’ (unt 
manager)
When the young people were asked about the occurrence of these challengng and 
dsruptve behavour there were varyng vews on the level and frequency of them, 
often related to ndvdual unts or unts wthn homes. Some clamed they were 
almost a daly occurrence whle others felt that there ‘weren’t that many’ n ther 
partcular unt. Some of the young people made comparsons wth other chldren’s 
homes that they had lved n whle other young people dd not have ths experence.
The young people were also dvded about what they saw as the source of 
challengng and dsruptve stuatons, wth some ndcatng that t lay wth the staff 
whle others felt that the behavour of young people was the cause. Occasonally 
some young partcpants mentoned that both sets of people contrbuted to makng 
stuatons challengng – although these respondents were n the mnorty.
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 3.4.2.1 violence against staff, peers and property
Constant verbal abuse and threatenng language was one of the most frequent 
defant and non-complant behavour mentoned by the adult partcpants when 
asked about challengng and dsruptve stuatons. The term ‘burrowng’, whch was 
used by one partcpant, seems to capture the nature of ths behavour: 
‘Burrowng s ntense, prolonged, sustaned verbal abuse, volent acts sort of 
pushng past staff, punchng staff, kckng staff, wreckng the space that they are n 
or all that actually happenng all together.’ (unt managers)
‘Burrowng’ by the above defnton also covers aggresson drected towards property 
and staff were well able to descrbe the knd of damage referred to here such as the 
lghtng of fres nsde unts	and damagng staff cars. 
Staff found verbal threats very dffcult to deal wth, especally when these nvolved 
personal threats aganst a worker’s own famly. Staff fears of physcal attacks, rather 
than actual ncdents of physcal volence, could affect the way they engage wth 
young people:
‘Staff become so anxous t affects the way they react and respond, and then that 
response and reacton can feed a cycle so t’s tryng to manage our way through 
that.’ (unt manager)
However, frequently the bggest challenge dentfed by adult partcpants was 
managng physcal aggresson drected towards them, whch t was suggested were 
growng n number:  
‘… ncreasngly there have been a number of serous attacks on staff … these 
young people are farly damaged … farly traumatsed and have had fractured lves 
and we want to work wth them but you cannot do that f staff see themselves 
under attack.’ (unt manager)
 3.4.2.2 more complex needs
Most adult partcpants acknowledged that ncreasng numbers of young people 
lvng n chldren’s resdental care have complex needs:
‘… the actual populaton of young people n resdental care s sgnfcantly and 
hugely dfferent from what t was 15 years ago n relaton to the actual needs 
of the young people, … young people are comng nto care later and when they 
come nto resdental care they often have very great needs and very dsturbed 
behavour....’ (Board manager)
Prevous experences, personal attrbutes and the needs of young people were seen to 
be key factors here and staff and managers were well aware of the emotonal needs 
of chldren and young people comng nto resdental care. These needs ncluded lnks 
wth: prevous experences of abuse, neglect, rejecton or trauma; lack of prevous 
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experence of boundares; feelng powerless; and lack of sklls for dealng wth 
emotons and frustratons. 
‘I thnk t s about chldren not havng any boundares to ther behavour, not 
havng the socal sklls as well to deal wth ther anger or the emotonal maturty 
to deal wth ther anger too…. And I also thnk somethng about fear, these 
chldren are very frghtened and they understand fear and they know how to 
perpetuate that sort of nsecurty n others.…’ (Board manager)
Adult partcpants also reported that they beleved that the effects of low self-
esteem and the experence of stgma, excluson and solaton were related to 
ongong challengng and dsruptve behavour. These were seen to be exacerbated by 
not knowng or recognsng trggers to past trauma, lack of understandng of ther 
own famly hstory, naccurate perceptons of realty, vctm mentalty and bult-up 
resentments.
 3.4.2.3 mental health needs
The mental health needs of young people were hghlghted as a key ssue assocated 
wth the behavour of young people n chldren’s resdental care. Whle some 
partcpants were postve about access to specalst servces from CAMHS and 
a tered CAMHS servce, most suggested that there were sgnfcant gaps n the 
provson of mental health servces for young people n Northern Ireland.* CAMHS 
was reported as offerng dagnoss followed by lmted advce about management. 
However, there was a sense of reluctance to become nvolved wth young people 
f no dagnoss could be made. Young people’s reluctance to engage wth CAMHS’ 
workers, often due to perceved stgma, also creates a challenge, partcularly n 
relaton to older adolescents. 
 3.4.2.4 disability
There are specalsed resdental facltes for dsabled young people across Northern 
Ireland. However, t was reported n ths practce survey that some young people 
wth learnng dffcultes such as attenton defct hyperactvty dsorder (ADHD), 
Asperger’s syndrome or more general learnng dffcultes may have placements n 
manstream resdental homes. Whle t should be remembered that the ncluson of 
dsabled young people n manstream unts s desrable, t s acknowledged that t can 
prove stressful for the young people and staff alke. In the practce survey there was 
partcular concern expressed that these young people were perhaps more vulnerable 
and susceptble to peer abuse:
‘They tended to be scape-goated qute a lot, they tended to have dffculty lvng 
wthn the group because of ther own needs as well … they just weren’t able to 
conform to your group norms for example and that need to be accepted tended to 
lead to maybe other napproprate behavour.’ (Trust manager) 
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Partcpants also commented on the need for some dsabled young people to have 
clear structures and routnes that were not always possble to mantan wth the 
changng group dynamcs of chldren’s resdental homes.
 3.4.2.5 exclusion from education
The fact that looked-after chldren are more vulnerable to school excluson was 
frequently mentoned, as were dffcultes n accessng approprate educaton 
provson:
‘[Schools] suspend and expel looked-after chldren from school … because they 
know there’s gong to be staff there … as a result more and more emphass s put 
on the 24/7 routne challenges of resdental care whch staff just can’t meet.’ 
(nspector)
Some partcpants suggested that excluson from educaton resulted n challengng 
and dsruptve stuatons due to a lack of routne and challengng actvty for young 
people. Staff groups descrbed how f young people are not at school, staff are under 
pressure to ‘entertan’ them and to keep them away from engagng n crmnal 
actvty. It was also felt that manstream educatonal settngs can be very dffcult for 
young people and actng-out behavour can be dffcult for the school to contan. 
 3.4.2.6 culture and sectarian issues 
Generally, t was suggested that cultural dvsons were not a major contrbutory 
factor to the challengng and dsruptve stuatons n chldren’s resdental care. 
Several mangers suggested that staff were very sklled at dealng wth sectaran 
ssues before young people move nto resdental care and when stuatons arose n 
the home.
However, further exploraton of ths ssue revealed that the segregated and sectaran 
nature of Northern Irsh socety dd mpact on challengng and dsruptve stuatons 
n resdental care n a range of ways ncludng: young people comng nto care 
because they are under paramltary threat to leave home; young people provdng 
nformaton to paramltares and potentally puttng resdental homes at rsk; and 
conflct between young people n the home wth regard to demonstraton of dfferng 
cultural belefs or sectaran atttudes:
‘The paramltary nvolvement would generally be where the young person has 
been nvolved n very bad ant-socal behavour or else sexually harmful behavour 
and the paramltares have actually sad, f he’s seen out or he’s not taken out 
of ths area, then we’re gong to shoot hm and we certanly have had a number 
of chldren n care who are under that knd of threat and that’s very worryng, 
n partcular to our ablty to keep them safe because they can abscond.’ (Board 
manager)
When chldren were located n resdental homes geographcally far from ther home, 
major efforts were made to mantan the chld at ther orgnal school and mantan 
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famly contact. However, some managers acknowledged that lvng n a dfferent 
localty may present cultural dentty ssues for young people:
‘Some young people would say that the geography s a dffculty for them, you 
know that there are those terrtoral lnes … t’s foregn.’ (Board manager)
Provders found t dffcult to locate resdental homes n neutral areas to ensure 
that young people wth dfferent relgous and cultural belefs felt safe. Most areas 
were perceved by young people and famles as beng manly Catholc or Protestant 
because of the relgous dentty assocated wth the surroundng communty, 
whch made t dffcult to mantan neutralty. In addton, some managers also 
acknowledged that, due to sectaran dvsons n Northern Ireland, there was a 
duplcaton of servces.
 3.4.2.7 Targeting and exploitation of young people
Targetng and explotaton of young people n resdental chld care homes by 
members of the communty was also dentfed as a challengng and dsruptve 
stuaton. For example, ths ncluded young people beng groomed and exploted 
by local drug users. Sexual explotaton of young people, and sexual relatonshps 
between resdents and members of the communty that may be consdered 
napproprate also rased sgnfcant concerns:
‘There’s a huge ssue of sexually harmful behavour among young people, qute 
shockng dffcult stuff, whch s very dffcult to manage and certanly s part 
of what happens wth a lot of very vulnerable young people together.’ (Board 
manager)
 3.4.2.8 community
Young people lvng n resdental care can have an unfar reputaton wthn ther 
communty and as a result can come under suspcon of nvolvement n local crmnal 
actvty. As a consequence, managers and staff reported havng to deal wth rate 
locals comng to the home and nferrng blame on resdents for youth actvty or 
damage n the vcnty. Targetng of resdental homes wthn the communty also 
causes challengng and dsruptve stuatons such as members of the local communty 
breakng wndows. 
 3.4.2.9 Gender
Most respondents dd not dentfy gender as a contrbutory factor to challengng and 
dsruptve stuatons. However, some noted dfferences n the type of challengng 
behavour exhbted by a male or female young person:
‘I thnk there are some very dsturbed grls who have suffered severe sexual abuse 
and ther behavour are very dsturbed and very dffcult. Wth the boys yes they 
have suffered neglect and maybe abuse – t’s about volence and no boundares 
and aggresson you know.’ (Board manager)
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Staff and managers suggested that the only ssue relevant to gender that lnked to 
challengng and dsruptve stuatons s the potental for sexual actvty between 
males and females lvng n the same resdental home and the rsk of sexual 
explotaton from others wthn and outsde the resdental home. Staff found t 
very dffcult to manage these stuatons and protect young people engaged n these 
actvtes.
Partcpants also ponted to the challenges assocated wth sexual relatonshps 
among resdents, sexual assaults between resdents and helpng young people work 
through ssues relatng to sexual orentaton.
 3.4.2.10 age
The man ssue lnkng age dfferences to challengng and dsruptve stuatons s the 
potental for older adolescents exertng power over those younger than them. Most 
resdental homes amed to provde servces for young people aged 12 years and over. 
However, managers acknowledged that there were occasons when younger people 
were moved nto resdental care due to lack of alternatve provson, especally on a 
short-term bass n an emergency stuaton.
For young people t was not so much age as stage of development that presented a 
problem. Some young people hghlghted that sometmes other young people who 
were mmature would do thngs that created problems for both the young people 
and the staff.
Young people were aware that sometmes the behavour of ther peers was to gan 
attenton from staff. One way to stop such behavour therefore was to gnore t. 
Lkewse, one way to avod gettng nvolved n challengng and dsruptve stuatons 
for the young people s to gnore others who are annoyng.
 3.4.2.11 family 
It was frequently stated by all partcpants that many young people n resdental 
care have straned relatonshps or very lmted contact wth famly members. As a 
result, parents regularly dd not partcpate n revews or respond to contact from 
the resdental home about matters affectng ther chld, ncludng sgnfcant events. 
Lmted or straned famly relatons and rejecton from famly had an adverse mpact 
on young people’s self-esteem and dentty. 
It was partcularly dffcult when plans to return home were developed and famles 
later decded not to allow ther chld to return home. Sometmes contact wth famly 
was a contrbutory factor to challengng and dsruptve stuatons n resdental care:
‘It can be very frustratng for us f the parents agree to take ths young person back 
… then turn around and say, “well actually no we don’t want hm back” … that’s 
really when they really get frustrated … then of course the kds have nothng to 




 3.4.3 challenges related to staff
 3.4.3.1 staff approach
Young people sad that sometmes staff act n an napproprate way (for example, 
shoutng or dscussng nformaton about the young person) that leads to or 
aggravates a challengng stuaton. Sometmes staff reacton to a young person’s 
behavour can make t worse and escalate the stuaton. 
Young people also mentoned that staff may engage young people n a verbal ‘battle’ 
and ndcated that young people who are not artculate wll usually not fare well 
n such encounters and may resort to aggressve behavour when words escape 
them. Staff were also descrbed by some young people as resortng to usng ther 
poston of authorty f they feel the young person s gettng the upper hand and wll 
remnd the young person that “I’m the adult here and you’re a chld, you’re a chld 
n care”.	Such cases could be seen as an abuse of power, belttlng the young person 
and remndng them that they are ‘n care’ and the entre assocated stgma that 
accompanes such labels. 
‘Sometmes staff nag – “they don’t lsten to both sdes of the story”. (young 
person)
Adult partcpants also acknowledged that staff can contrbute to or exacerbate 
challengng stuatons through napproprate use of language, engagng n 
confrontaton and nattentveness. 
‘There are some shfts of some staff that you could almost put money on there 
beng a crss because of what the staff do.’ (nspector)
Adults nvadng the young people’s tme, prvacy and personal space was also an 
ssue rased by young people, who stated that t was mpossble to spend much tme 
alone, even n ther own room. They found beng constantly “followed” by staff really 
rrtatng and ponted out that parents would not behave n ths manner. Addtonally, 
they objected to staff havng access to prvate belongngs and lookng through 
moble phones when they were ‘gven n’ at nght tme. They felt that the staff knew 
thngs about them that they should not and that they used such nformaton aganst 
the young person. 
The nvason of young people’s personal space by staff clearly needs to be addressed 
f young people’s vews are genunely beng lstened to. However, t s also worth 
notng that the young people’s clam regardng the mpossblty of spendng tme 
alone does not st easly wth the rules regardng the need to keep chldren safe, for 
example the rules that the unts had around bedroom vsts. In only one of the unts 
n the practce survey were young people of the same gender allowed to vst each 
other’s rooms whle n the other unts no young person was allowed nto another’s 
room, even f nvted.
Staff felt that dscussons at handover meetngs could be nterpreted by the young 
people as “talkng about us n a bad way”	and staff were therefore “creatng the 
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stuaton as much as they [the young people] are”. It was further suggested that t 
should be possble to avod ths happenng by havng staff explan to young people 
the reasons for handover dscussons. However, ths mght not always work – one 
young person sad that staff contradcted themselves. The young people n ‘her’ 
home were told that “every shft s a new start”	but nformaton s passed on at 
handover meetngs and the workers comng on shft often comment on what has 
happened n the prevous shft to the young person, makng t dffcult for the young 
person to move on from that stuaton. 
Part of everyday carng for teenagers regardless of the settng s dealng wth 
challengng and dsruptve behavour by usng parental authorty to keep them 
safe through negotaton. Staff n the practce survey were well aware that these 
technques should be adopted consstently n resdental care rather than revertng 
to a power relatonshp between a member of staff and a young person. However, 
mantanng such a balanced perspectve s often hard when faced wth dffcult and 
anxety-provokng behavour. 
 3.4.3.2 Workforce issues
Dffcultes around staffng numbers were reported and these ncluded havng enough 
staff on at partcular tmes n the day. Tryng to put n place the rght number of staff 
to safely manage the number of young people, whle also gettng the rght skll mx, 
needs careful plannng:
‘We also need to revew the deployment of staff to make sure that the optmum 
number are there at tmes when the kds most need them….’ (polcy maker)
Achevng ths was descrbed as a dffcult balancng act snce needs change accordng 
to the daly stuaton, whch gves very lttle tme to put extra staff n place. 
Addtonally, staff suggested that the workng rota mpacts on famly lfe and staff 
mental health. Furthermore, annual holdays have to be planned accordng to the 
rota and ths was seen as unfar by the permanent unt staff. Incorporatng all of ths 
nto a work programme that needs to meet ever-changng needs can be extremely 
dffcult for managers to acheve. 
Staff dentfed a need for sgnfcant one-to-one work wth each of the young people 
wthn a home. However, they felt ths was sometmes very dffcult to acheve 
n unts where there was a hgh number of young people and a small number of 
permanent full-tme staff.
A perceved change n the tradtonal pattern of resdental staff leavng to move nto 
feldwork and ncreased recognton of resdental work as a specalst and sklled 
area of practce was commented on. However, to counter ths, concern was also 
expressed about staff retenton due to a shortage of qualfed staff, unsocable hours 
of workng, and levels of aggresson and assault n resdental care. Staff movng 




These staffng ssues mpacted on teamwork, especally the resultant relance on 
bank (or agency) staff. These staff could not always attend team meetngs due 
to other work commtments and, whle nformaton relevant to ndvdual young 
people s avalable for bank staff, they are expected to engage wth colleagues and 
communcate effectvely wth staff and young people rather than spend tme readng 
fles.
 3.4.4 challenges related to managing risky behaviour
A lot of the challenges dentfed focused on managng rsky behavour, and keepng 
young people safe, and the followng hghlghts the key areas mentoned under ths 
headng.
 3.4.4.1 absconding
Challenges dentfed as a result of abscondng ncluded tryng to prevent t, defnng 
unauthorsed absence, makng judgements as to whether the young absent person s 
safe, and defnng levels of rsk faced by the young person whle absent:
‘It’s a very dffcult cycle to break and sometmes t nearly has to take ts course 
before t wll break. It’s also very contagous so f you have a group that tends to 
abscond they wll draw others out.’ (staff member)
Abscondng also rased tme-consumng admnstratve challenges n terms of the 
large volume of assocated paperwork and reportng procedures.
 3.4.4.2 drug, solvent and alcohol misuse
Dffcultes wth drug and alcohol msuse were assocated not only wth the 
management of young people under the nfluence of drugs and/or alcohol, but 
also wth managng dealng n drugs wthn unts by the young people themselves, 
and outsde by others n the local communty. Drug and alcohol msuse was 
also connected wth young people’s decsons to abscond, have contact wth 
paramltares and/or engage n stealng, drug sellng or other crmnal behavour n 
order to get access to drugs and alcohol. 
 3.4.4.3 mobile phones
Use of moble phones was seen to be presentng a growng ssue reflectng ncreasng 
use by young people of technology. Such use was dentfed as a potental source 
of confrontaton between staff and young people as moble phone use presented 
protecton ssues for resdental workers. Concerns were rased about the ease 
wth whch resdents could be contacted va moble phones by members of the 
communty and that ths can result n the young people beng exposed to a varety of 
stresses. Staff dentfed the challenge posed by a recent craze for recordng crmnal 
actvty on moble phones and sharng fles related to ths. 
Moble phones are also used to: vdeo young people engagng n joyrdng; allow 
people (for example, parents) to lsten to staff argung wth young people; vdeo 
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staff carryng out restrants on young people; take napproprate pctures of staff; 
dstrbute hghly sexual mages and language; alert each other to fghts and the 
avalablty of drugs and alcohol; purchase llegal substances; or make contact wth a 
negatve peer group outsde the home.
Some partcpants noted that n ther home, moble phone use was not permtted as 
a house rule; however, ths rule was often dffcult to uphold. It was acknowledged 
that t was preferable to engage and negotate wth the young person to challenge 
ther actons and encourage postve decson makng.
One nstance of the dffcultes presented as a result of moble phones was where 
a young person who had been returned home followng a serous assault on a staff 
member was stll able to nfluence others n the home by moble phone:
‘… he’s n touch wth the other young people and very much strrng them to 
become nvolved n ths ant-socal behavour. Even though he’s not there he can 
stll do t so t’s the whole use of moble phones can be a huge problem.’ (Trust 
manager)
 3.4.4.4 self-injurious behaviour
A number of comments were made about the worryng occurrence of self-harmng 
among young people n resdental care. Ths ncluded young people who were self-
cuttng, those who had made sucde attempts and those who were consdered to be 
at hgh rsk of completng a sucde:
‘We have had some extreme cases where we had one young person who kept 
tryng to electrocute herself all the tme and she had sucdal tendences and really 
was tryng to throw herself over the bansters and t was 24/7, even at nght she 
was up, self-harmng s a bg one….’ (unt manager)
Staff can feel partcularly helpless n relaton to managng these knds of stuatons:
‘Staff have a sense that they should be managng ths or controllng ths but 
you’ve no control really f somebody’s there wth a blade and they want to cut 
themselves.’ (nspector)
Self-njurous behavour such as head bangng and scratchng were dentfed as 
beng specfcally relevant to young people wth learnng dffcultes n resdental 
care, although no specfc menton was made of any gender dfferences when talkng 
about self-harm. 
 3.4.5 challenges related to the organisation and resources 
Key systems challenges ncluded ssues relatng to accountablty, allegatons, 
admnstratve dutes and lmted access to servces. Scrutny n terms of recordng 
varous ncdents brngs added pressure on staff and added pressure on the manager 
to deal wth the fall-out of stuatons that occur. It can be dffcult for staff to balance 
admnstratve dutes and spendng tme wth young people on a group and ndvdual 
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bass. There was a sense that f staff are physcally separate recordng notes, then 
they are not avalable for young people and as a consequence “a culture of locked 
doors” can develop or a culture of “us and them”.
Another challenge faced by unt management and staff was resourcng of approprate 
servces for resdents.
‘We are supposed to be corporate parents to young people and wthout 
contradcton that s the most vulnerable group of chldren that we have and we 
can’t access educaton for them, we can’t access health servces for them, we can’t 
get chld psychologsts, CAMHS….’ (Inspector)
 3.4.5.1 infrastructure and policy
Hgh levels of record keepng and bureaucracy were descrbed as not helpng to 
nform effectve professonal practce and ths was seen to be compounded by a 
dsorgansed system of governance:
‘… we have too much of an emphass on the wrong types of bureaucracy….’ (polcy 
maker)
It was also observed that n certan homes the buldngs were no longer sutable to 
safely accommodate the type of young people n resdental care today:
‘I thnk we also need to look at the desgn of homes to make sure they’re not as 
nsttutonal as perhaps they have been, that there s suffcent space for young 
people to engage fully wth communty lfe or wthdraw as they need to for 
ndvdual tuton, or ndvdual attenton … to pursue a pastme wthout fear of 
nterrupton or dsrupton from other resdents.’ (polcy maker)
 3.4.5.2 The looked-after children process
The degree of nflexblty n the looked-after chldren (LAC) process and the need 
to engage wth challengng ssues n such a publc settng were frequently cted as 
sources of dstress. Staff and managers felt that the LAC meetngs were ntmdatng 
for young people and that young people should have a say n who attends:
‘The whole LAC process s very offputtng for kds and very dffcult to engage n....’ 
(unt manager)
Ths t was argued sometmes led to young people feelng they had no control over 
ther lves and resulted n challengng and dsruptve behavour.
 3.4.5.3 inability to adhere to statements of Purpose
Statements of Purpose outlne the parameters around placements sutable for 
ndvdual homes, for example, age of young people, how placements are made and 
approved, duraton of the placement, lmtng the duraton and number of emergency 
placements, and use of sanctons. Most managers and staff reported that t was 
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extremely dffcult to adhere to Statements of Purpose, whch had an mpact on 
challengng and dsruptve stuatons n resdental care:
‘Statements of Purpose are beng contnually breached and you’ve a wde mxture 
of young people, all wth very dfferent needs, all scramblng for attenton wth 
very few staff.’ (Inspector)
The emphass on a clear Statement of Purpose also lnked wth dfferentaton 
of homes so that ndvdual homes were targeted towards meetng the needs of 
dfferent groups of young people and were approprately resourced. One of the 
major challenges for resdental provders was breachng the Statement of Purpose 
n the case of emergency admssons or where alternatve accommodaton was not 
avalable:
‘… we want to keep homes workng wthn ther Statement of Purpose … our 
falure to keep homes workng wthn statements of purpose means that … we’re 
actually puttng young people nto a place where there s bed as opposed to gong 
to a place whch s approprate to them, t’s more dffcult to manage.…’ (polcy 
maker)
Some resdental homes had developed ther Statement of Purpose to ensure tghter 
crtera for access to the home and to reflect local need. Boards also adopted a 
strategc approach by seekng to ensure that a range of dfferentated resdental 
facltes were avalable to meet the needs n ther Board area. For example, one 
Board reconfgured a short-term assessment unt nto a long-stay unt due to the lack 
of long-term places n the regon.
Most Boards had also establshed gatekeepng processes and protocols for admsson 
n order to ensure that placements n resdental care are carefully consdered:
‘… f you can’t gatekeep t’s very, very dffcult to mantan any sort of standards 
of practce thereafter because you spend your tme fre-fghtng … that just 
underpns everythng, to be able to gatekeep and ensure that placements are 
approprate placements capable of meetng the needs of partcular ndvdual 
youngsters.’ (Trust manager)
Some Trusts also establshed panels to consder the long-term needs of young people 
n short-term resdental homes n order to ensure approprate future placements. 
Although such developments helped to provde a structured plannng process, 
dffcultes stll remaned n relaton to lack of avalable placements or alternatve 
placement optons.
 3.5 responding to challenging and disruptive situations 
Partcpants were asked to descrbe how challengng stuatons are typcally managed 
n resdental homes. Ths secton descrbes the range of responses that emerged 
from the data. 
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 3.5.1 Building on relationships with young people
 3.5.1.1 Positive relationships 
Partcpants felt that relatonshps wth young people were key to managng 
challengng stuatons. In partcular, the key worker relatonshp was dentfed as	“the 
best way to get n there”.
The ablty of staff to develop postve relatonshps wth young people was seen 
as beng fundamental to preventng the escalaton of challengng and dsruptve 
stuatons:
‘I thnk we are qute lucky wth some of our workers that engagement n 
communcaton s a real bg factor, to the relatonshp buldng and beng able to 
pck up on cues and beng able to respond qute quckly.’ (unt manager)
‘Stay postve and engagng wth them would be one of the best responses. The 
young person s aggressve about somethng – they want a response from you and 
t’s not necessarly the rght response … so t’s a matter of engagng the young 
person and calm them.… Tryng to work and develop a relatonshp even to begn 
to engage young people s very challengng because you really have to get to know 
them a lttle bt and t’s very hard when they’re so closed down and they don’t 
trust anybody.’ (staff member)
Some young people commented that they had a good relatonshp wth staff 
members who took tme to talk wth them, lsten to them and any problems they 
mght have and who genunely wanted to spend tme wth them. Importantly, 
ancllary staff such as cooks were descrbed as playng a sgnfcant part n young 
people’s lves, not just key workers or team managers. The followng are all quotes 
from young people on ths matter:
‘I can talk to [the cook], you know, me and her are good frends; I can talk to her 
and she can talk to me about stuff.’
‘X s dead on – he takes us out, goes fshng and he’s just – he just gets on alrght....’
‘[Our cook] s brllant – he should be one of the staff – he’s dead on, he’s funny 
and he can take a joke … he shows us how to make thngs.’
Ths contrasted greatly wth other young people who clamed that some staff were 
“borng” and had no nterest n spendng tme wth them, gettng to know them and 
buldng a relatonshp wth them:
‘They come n here, cuppa tea and a bscut, go up to the offce, back down for 
dnner, back to the offce for a hour, then back up for another cuppa tea then back 
to the offce – they don’t do nothn.’ (young person) 
‘Certan members of staff don’t do anythng – they don’t try.’ (young person)
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Staff felt t was mportant for them to reflect honestly on ther own behavour 
and reactons by, for example, admttng and apologsng f anger has clouded ther 
judgement or a reacton to a stuaton. However, when stuatons were extremely 
challengng there was a tendency to fall back on adult, professonal authorty, whch 
creates dstance between staff and young people:
‘Some staff … go nto socal work mode and not human mode f you lke.’ (unt 
manager)
The need to help young people develop more specfc effectve copng and 
dversonary sklls was also hghlghted:
‘Some of the dffcultes we would have wth our chldren would be beng bored. 
They are not engaged or satsfed … t s about gvng them new opportuntes….’ 
(unt manager)
Whle most managers were very postve about the abltes and strengths of 
ther staff, t was sometmes suggested that staff could do more to fulfl ther 
responsbltes for developng postve parentng relatonshps wth the young people. 
How ths skll could be facltated by the managers who rased ths concern should be 
consdered.
 3.5.1.2 relating to residents as individuals 
A thorough knowledge of each young person n terms of ther moods, reactons 
and trggers was perceved to be pvotal to avodng the development or escalaton 
of challengng and dsruptve stuatons. The young people agreed wth ths pont, 
emphassng that staff needed to: 
‘Try to see the stuaton from the young person’s pont of vew, get the full story 
and don’t jump the gun.’ 
Managers emphassed that staff recognsed that challengng behavour s not a 
problem n the young person but a symptom of wder contextual and emotonal 
ssues. Adoptng ths atttude was very mportant so that staff were able to 
demonstrate empathy, understandng and respect for young people. Respectng 
food lkes and dslkes and respectng the way n whch young people lke or dslke 
beng woken up n the mornng were perceved to make a dfference to challengng 
stuatons.
Input nto food choce and planned actvtes were dentfed as a partcularly 
mportant for the morale of young people and managers felt that f young people 
have some nput nto decsons around ther routne they can feel more engaged n 
the runnng of the unt. Several young people mentoned food as an ssue. Wthn 
larger unts access to the ktchen was often dened as the ktchen was desgnated as 
an ndustral area as opposed to a domestc ktchen. In smaller homes the ktchen 
tended to be much more lke a famly ktchen where the young people had free 
access to food and beverages. In some homes the qualty of the food was crtcsed 
– especally f t was bought n bulk and was pre-cooked, lke cook-chll food. Young 
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people dd not lke what was on offer and the fact that t was not made from fresh 
ngredents. They also found caterng portons of food offputtng.
 3.5.2 staff skills and experience
Havng a balanced staff team n terms of gender, experence and sklls was seen as 
key to effectve workng n chldren’s resdental care. Factors such as personalty, lfe 
experence and ablty to put core socal work values such as empathy and respect 
nto practce were dentfed as qualtes of staff who effectvely manage challengng 
and dsruptve stuatons. Staff also mentoned patence, self-awareness, flexblty 
and the ablty not to get nto arguments wth young people as qualtes n other 
team members that gave them confdence n them. Reflectve practce, approprate 
readng of a stuaton combned wth approprate professonal nterventons were 
also perceved to result n more effectve management of challengng and dsruptve 
stuatons:
‘Some people can see t for what t s and agan hold that professonal detachment 
from that whereas others then just freak out.’ (unt manager)
Some young people felt that staff were sklled and experenced enough to know 
when to act n order to prevent stuatons gettng out of control. Often such staff 
wll ntervene to calm down the young person but they can also see when people 
are gettng ‘szed up’ to behave aggressvely. In such stuatons staff would ntervene 
physcally to splt up a fght between two young people, whch works n the short 
term.
The mportance of havng auxlary staff who develop postve relatonshps wth 
young people and understand the home approach was emphassed by many 
partcpants. In partcular, socal sklls staff and ktchen staff were hghlghted as 
playng a key role n ther work wth young people n the home:
‘Some of the most sgnfcant people wthn the resdental are people n the 
ktchen … we’ve tred to enhance ther role so that they are workng wth the 
young people and ncludng them as much as possble n the whole cookng and 
ktchen actvtes and sometmes t’s easer for young people too because they 
don’t see that person as a socal worker or as a resdental worker … and those 
people seem to get on exceptonally well wth young people.’ (Trust manager)
Although there was stll an emphass on the majorty of staff beng qualfed n socal 
work, there was acknowledgement that havng staff traned n other professons 
would make a useful contrbuton to the team skll mx and could more effectvely 
meet the range of young people’s needs:
‘… there needs to be communty workers n there, teachers, therapsts and 
whatever because assessment and nterventon sn’t the only thng that chldren 
need n a chldren’s home, they need personal development, they need somebody 
there on ste to work wth them n a counsellng capacty….’ (unt manager)
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Utlsng the expertse of youth workers was frequently mentoned n terms of 
provdng dversonary actvtes for young people that promote self-development 
and offer new postve opportuntes.
 3.5.3 Promoting effective team working
A number of factors perceved to enhance effectve team workng and decrease 
staff anxety related to dealng wth challengng stuatons were hghlghted. These 
ncluded: consstency; clear polces and procedures; dscussng ssues n detal n 
team meetngs; team debates; trust among the staff team; team development; 
contracts of expected behavour; and opportuntes for the team to take ownershp:
‘Clear polces and procedures so staff are confdent to ntervene and not afrad … 
they’re empowered by polces.’ (unt manager)
Addtonal factors ncluded: regular monthly ndvdual supervson of staff combned 
wth weekly group supervson of staff; assessng a stuaton and dentfyng the 
best person to take the lead; havng a senor practtoner to montor how teams are 
workng, and not lettng stuatons fester.
It was further suggested that staff morale and team workng was greatly enhanced 
by mplementng practcal measures such as: rearrangng the rota to remove long 
sleepovers so that staff were less fatgued; placng securty cameras n the car park 
so that staff cars were less lkely to be vandalsed; nstallng access control on the 
external doors so that staff dd not have to worry about unauthorsed entry nto the 
home; and equppng staff wth attack alarms.
Another ntatve to address the challenge assocated wth the large volume of 
paperwork was smply to sort out what was essental and what was not:
‘It was sortng out what was statutory requrement and whch was unnecessary so 
we cut down on a lot of ths whch had a knock-on effect.’ (unt manager)
Annual staff team-buldng actvtes were perceved to help boost staff morale. Many 
managers also provded ‘Away Days’ for resdental staff and managers to work on 
a strategc vson for the future and address key ssues for practce. Such strateges 
helped to develop the reslence of the staff team, whch many managers emphassed 
as a crucal aspect for good practce n resdental care. These were reported as 
extremely valuable by staff.
Peer supervson for unt managers avalable n one Trust was descrbed as benefcal:
‘Peer supervson for the managers s excellent n terms of how we manage 
stuatons … because even though we work n the same areas t s very solatng 
... you’re facng the same dlemmas and ssues other managers are facng and that 
makes a bg dfference….’ (unt manager)
Some Trust managers also reported postve benefts of specfc efforts they made 
to promote team development such as brngng n consultants to work wth staff on 
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team development ssues. One home had developed a practce forum that focused 
on key ssues, for example the hgh level of aggresson towards staff. Another Trust 
organsed specfc meetngs for the staff group workng n one home that had 
experenced hgh levels of challengng and dsruptve stuatons to examne and learn 
from these dffcult stuatons. The ntroducton of senor practtoner posts was seen 
as a very postve development n terms of career progresson wthn the resdental 
chld care feld:
‘It’s about recognton and havng a clear path to management and feelng valued.’ 
(Inspector)
 3.5.4 supports for staff
One way to further promote effectve team workng s to provde good support for 
staff and ths was acheved n a varety of ways.
 3.5.4.1 supervision
Managers emphassed the mportance of provdng adequate supports for staff n 
resdental care. In partcular, regular and constructve supervson sessons and 
strong leadershp were perceved to be central to the management of challengng and 
dsruptve stuatons.
Managers explaned that regular supervson for staff should address core 
ssues, ncludng professonal challenge, workload management and professonal 
development of the worker. Managers also suggested that nformaton from 
supervson should be used to nform team development and ensure the provson of 
relevant tranng:
‘… most supervson s probably drven by the workload management aspect rather 
than the professonal challenge or the developmental aspect … where I look at 
your needs as an ndvdual worker, top t up for my team, feed t nto the plannng 
process so that traners can mould the tranng to the need of the organsaton, 
n my own experence t doesn’t happen as coherently as that n Trusts.’ (polcy 
maker)
Qualty nducton programmes and management tranng for managers were also 
mportant.
 3.5.4.2 debriefing and reflection
Managers and staff emphassed the mportance of havng opportuntes to debref 
followng a challengng stuaton and to reflect on ndvdual and team practce wthn 
the resdental home. Debrefng and learnng from experence s very mportant so 
that staff can crtcally analyse ther practce and learn to de-escalate rather than 
encourage negatve behavour:
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‘… t’s about makng sure that that learnng out of those partcular ncdents are 
shared, debated and dscussed, not only n the resdental unt but rght across the 
system … that we can tackle better than we have.’ (Board manager)
However, opportuntes for reflecton and debrefng were not always possble due to 
lack of avalable staff to mmedately dscuss the ncdent or the absence of the staff 
member nvolved due to serous njury or trauma. It was suggested that t may help f 
members of staff were desgnated to provde that support to other team members or 
f debrefng and reflecton was bult nto the processes for crtcal analyss.
Managers also suggested that staff need to develop confdence wth each other to 
dscuss ther practce crucally wth each other and the dsrupton of reorgansaton of 
Trusts and restructurng of teams may hnder such practce. 
 3.5.5 staffing levels
Partcpants also felt that havng more staff would help.* In partcular, targeted 
allocaton of staff towards specfc peces of work wth an ndvdual young person 
was seen as benefcal. Havng an extra staff member on hand can help settle down 
stuatons qucker, although ths opton was often not avalable. 
Several managers hghlghted staffng of nght shfts as a key ssue for the 
management of resdental homes:
‘I thnk the hours at the mnute are unsatsfactory because you are human and f 
that kd’s callng you all the names at fve n the mornng you are expected to work 
wth them n a professonal manner at seven, you only had two hours sleep, you 
can react to that n a negatve way, that can escalate the stuaton.’ (unt manager)
Most resdental unts had decded to have wakng nght staff to ensure that staff 
who had been kept awake dealng wth a dsruptve ncdence were not expected to 
contnue workng the followng day:
‘We actually changed the rota and that was a huge thng … now have wakng nght 
staff, so staff are pad to be awake and t means that f they’ve had a dffcult nght 
… they’re home n the mornng and away to bed and you’ve fresh staff comng n.’ 
(Trust manager)
However, partcpants emphassed that wakng nght staff should have relevant 
qualfcatons and tranng to ensure consstent standards of care and protecton for 
young people.
Interestngly, some provders had decded not to provde wakng nght staff n an 
effort to provde a normal home envronment for young people.
 *  Ths s counter to the fndngs n the research revew where there was no 
ndcaton that, n tself, more staff necessarly resulted n more effectve 




A range of tranng s avalable for resdental socal workers coverng topcs such 
as chld protecton, sexually harmful behavour and dealng wth trauma and loss. 
Managers reported a frm commtment to provdng n-servce tranng opportuntes 
for resdental staff and nformaton about tranng needs was collected through 
supervson, team meetngs and manageral meetngs.
TCI* tranng s provded across Northern Ireland and some staff members were also 
traned as TCI traners. Many Trusts also accessed tranng on restoratve practce.+  
Both types of tranng were more lkely to be provded by ndependent or voluntary 
agences.
However, there was some concern that much of the avalable qualfyng, post-
qualfyng and n-servce tranng s too generc. Many managers and staff called for 
an ncrease n tranng opportuntes specfcally focused on the needs of resdental 
workers and enhancng ther sklls for workng wth young people n resdental care. 
Staff ponted out that they would value tranng on sucde, depresson, mental 
health, learnng dsabltes and attachment:
‘There needs to be very specfc tranng focused on what t s lke to work n a 
resdental unt and what are the key ssues … targetng the core responsbltes, 
tasks, requrements to be a resdental socal worker as opposed to beng a socal 
worker.’ (Board manager)
In an effort to address these gaps n tranng, Trusts sometmes provded one-off 
workshops to address core ssues for resdental work such as peer abuse, and the 
nterface between feldwork and resdental work. In some Board areas, tranng 
teams work wth the full staff team n resdental homes to focus on ther specfc 
needs. Ths approach seemed to address some of the dffcultes n access to tranng.
Some managers had also encouraged staff to develop specalsms n accordance wth 
ther nterests relevant to ther work and had made avalable tranng opportuntes 
such as anger management, addctons and counsellng. However, t was reported 
 * TCI s a crss preventon and nterventon model for resdental chld care 
workers amng to help staff prevent crses, de-escalate potental crses and 
effectvely manage crss stuatons. Ths approach recognses the mportance 
of awareness of personal feelngs and values, assessment of the young 
person’s needs and wants, and the mpact of the envronment on behavour. 
Examples of technques used as part of ths approach nclude lfe space 
ntervewng and ndvdual crss management plannng.
 + Restoratve practce refers to a range of approaches amed at brngng 
together all partes nvolved n a partcular crtcal ncdent to dscuss how to 
deal wth the aftermath of the ncdent and mplcatons for the future. Ths 
can nclude a focus on agreeng mutually acceptable outcomes to address the 
harm caused or make some form of reparaton to restore relatonshps.
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that due to nadequate staffng levels, staff turnover and ncreasng demands, t was 
often dffcult to release staff to partcpate n tranng opportuntes. Most often 
one or two members of staff attended a relevant tranng course and dd not have 
opportuntes to ntegrate ther new learnng or provde feedback to other members 
of the team.
 3.5.7 engaging with communities
Two ssues were rased n relaton to communty and envronmental factors. 
Frstly, was the mportance of utlsng communty supports and opportuntes for 
dversonary work. Some ndvdual homes had worked successfully to ntegrate 
young people nto the communty, for example usng a youth support team to 
delver communty actvtes amng to rentegrate young people back nto ther own 
communty, for nstance through youth clubs. 
Secondly, there were examples of homes that were tryng to develop postve lnks 
wthn ther local communty to try to “buld brdges”, to counteract the negatve 
and often unfar mage of the home and ts young people and to try to foster a sense 
of lvng wthn a communty for the resdents. For example, n one unt two young 
people had volunteered to work n a nearby old people’s home. 
 3.5.7.1 Outreach services
Some provders were able to delver outreach servces to prevent young people gong 
nto care and work towards earler dscharge and reported success n these areas. 
Types of support ncluded specfc work on non-school attendance, low self-esteem, 
ant-socal behavour and famly or foster care breakdown.
One Board developed an outreach team to support resdental unts. Interestngly, 
staff on ths team offered a dverse skll mx and a range of prevous experence 
ncludng those traned n socal work, youth work and at a range of Natonal 
Vocatonal Qualfcaton (NVQ) levels. Although ths servce s a new development, 
the manager s very postve about the potental benefts of such an approach:
‘… t’s lke a perpatetc team that wll work wth dfferent resdental unts, but 
wll move around f there are partcular pressures or dffcultes n a unt, wherever 
our chldren have challengng behavour … over tme we should be able to see 
some reducton n the level of dsrupton, possbly some reducton n admssons to 
secure accommodaton.…’ (Board manager)
In another Board, outreach workers were attached to short-term/assessment unts 
to work ntensvely wth famles to prevent admsson nto care or rehabltate nto 
the communty. In another Board, a resdental home for respte and emergency 
placements provded outreach workers to engage wth the famly to prevent 
admsson nto care.
Some provders had establshed a range of servces such as communty placements, 
foster care placements for adolescents, tme-out servces, shared care arrangements 
and respte care. Ths range of servces helped to support outreach work. In addton 
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to ths range of servces, one provder also provded educatonal support and 24-hour 
mult-systemc therapy servces for famles. Ths provder developed a full range of 
servces to meet the needs of young people presentng wth challengng behavour 
on a short-term bass and to promote ther return back nto ther famly/carer and 
communty. Managers reported very postve outcomes from these servces. 
 3.5.8 assessment, planning and sharing information
The mportance of comprehensve assessment and plannng was hghlghted:
‘I do thnk that the bass of [good practce] can be good care plans, good ICMPs 
[ndvdual crss management plans] and good rsk assessments.’ (unt manager)
When managers have some control over admssons they can plan n advance wth 
pror nformaton and support n place for a young person. It also helps to ease a 
young person nto a placement f they are expected and have ther belongngs and 
partcular requrements n place on arrval. It s also mportant to know a chld’s 
medcal hstory and have medcaton n place f needed. Managers and staff felt that 
the transton nto a placement can be easer f a young person has vsted the unt n 
advance. Involvng young people n care plannng was also seen as postve.
Managers also emphassed the mportance of developng a culture of sharng 
nformaton and mantanng accurate records of challengng ncdents. Most 
resdental unts ensured that nformaton about each young person’s needs was 
shared wth the staff team, ncludng temporary or bank staff. Ths was especally 
mportant for ensurng consstency across the staff team n ther understandng of 
trggers for challengng and dsruptve stuatons and ther planned response to de-
escalate stuatons. 
Staff n resdental homes where TCI was used developed ICMPs to assst the 
recordng and sharng of nformaton. It was felt that ths led to a more consstent 
approach that could reduce the number of challengng and dsruptve stuatons:
‘Each chld has an ndvdual crss management plan – part of the TCI programme 
– and that outlnes the behavour that the chld would show and then how you 
best respond to t and what the trggers are for that chld because each chld can 
be very dfferent.’ (staff member) 
 3.5.8.1 risk register
There were also some developments at Board level that had been ntroduced to 
assst n the assessment of rsk procedures. For example, one Board had developed a 
rsk regster wthn famly and chld care, whch:
‘… looked at physcal assaults on staff, supervson, ncdents of volent behavour 
and all chld documents and we’ve broken those down to a traffc lght system, 
lke red s at great rsk, amber s less so and green s reasonably safe or the systems 
are workng qute well, whch flags up to us some of the key ssues emergng and 
the patterns on a monthly bass rather than watng on a report to come out a 
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year later to tell us that there are problems and t’s last year knd of thng.’ (Board 
manager)
 3.5.9 developing joint protocols and inter-agency relationships
At Trust level, most ntervewees reported successful outcomes from protocols and 
processes that had been developed to engage more effectvely wth the polce and 
youth justce. However, the mpact of these jont ntatves was sometmes reported 
to be dependent on ndvdual commtment: 
‘That’s been very very successful. We dd jont tranng wth the polce and we have 
a good response rate from the polce and t’s all preventve work.… You may have 
a polcy but really t’s down to the ndvduals to mplement t and a lot of credt 
has to be gven to the actual polce offcer nvolved who took a partcular nterest 
because I know other efforts n other areas have been made but ddn’t develop and 
weren’t successful.’ (staff member)
The am of these nter-agency approaches was to decrease polce nvolvement and 
was often lnked wth the restoratve approaches adopted n some Trust areas:
‘The reasons for that were bascally a thrd per cent of ther call-outs were comng 
from resdental and t was n ther nterests and our nterests to decrmnalse 
these young people.’ (staff member)
Whle ths may have been the am, the young people dd, on occasons, suggest that 
staff n certan unts were too quck to call n the polce.
Some provders had also developed good relatons wth the polce by workng closely 
wth the communty lason offcer or juvenle lason offcer and nvolvng these 
professonals n dscussons wth young people. Managers were very postve about 
ths approach and reported good outcomes n terms of a reducton n challengng 
crmnal behavour and prosecutons. However, some managers suggested that more 
formal mult-agency agreements could be establshed.
 3.5.10 contracting support from other professionals
In the homes that partcpated n ths study there were postve examples of 
resdental workers beng supported n ther practce by consultaton wth other 
professonals, most commonly by psychologsts although ths was not common 
practce. Resdental staff ndcated that ths gave them the confdence to undertake 
more work of a therapeutc nature. Ths, n turn, asssted n the development of 
ther relatonshp wth the young people and helped to reduce the numbers of 
professonals nvolved n young people’s lves. One staff member descrbed how 
access to consultaton wth a clncal psychologst asssted ther practce:
‘… he would offer gudance and ratfy what we do or we bounce off hm our plans 
and assessments … and when you’re workng wth the psychologst at least you 
have another bran to feed nto, “s there any other way you could work or go 
about dealng wth thngs?” or “are you dealng wth t the rght way?”. That gves 
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you confdence that you’re tryng to do everythng you can for the young person.’ 
(staff member)
Ths approach was seen as partcularly postve n that t meant that other servces 
dd not have to be brought n, whch sometmes undermned the role of resdental 
workers:
‘The young people were seeng the resdental staff as the bad ones and the youth 
support as the good ones who were takng them out on actvtes and t was a 
sort of dvde and conquer among the staff bascally from the young person’s 
perspectve....’ (unt manager)
Some provders were also able to access servces from other agences and 
emphassed the mportance of staff workng towards securng these external 
resources for ndvdual young people and the resdental home as a whole. The 
voluntary sector was partcularly actve n relaton to provdng external support for 
resdental homes. The types of support resdental homes accessed ncluded access 
to centres for famles or young people, tme-out provson and respte care. However, 
accessng these external supports was easer n some areas where they were more 
readly avalable than n others.
 3.5.11 rules and sanctions 
 3.5.11.1 rules 
Although rules need to be establshed they often seem petty to young people and 
although young people understood that staff had to carry out certan procedures 
and mplement certan rules, they found these very annoyng – for example, room 
searchng, not beng allowed out by themselves, not beng allowed to have DVDs that 
are rated for the over-18s and not beng allowed nto the ktchen f t s an ndustral 
ktchen. Staff need to explan fully why somethng s or s not happenng – and to 
ensure that young people understand what s happenng:
‘Staff don’t get ther vews out well, so we can’t understand ther pont of vew 
– not all of them now, but some.’ (young person)
 3.5.11.2 sanctions 
Young people suggested that n some homes sanctons seemed to be used much 
more than rewards – or rewards were only used sporadcally and usually to hghlght 
the dfference n treatment of a young person who dd not present challengng and 
dsruptve behavour as opposed to those who dd. Ths percepton may have been 
exacerbated by the lmted repertore of sanctons n most unts, whch resulted n 
house routnes beng used to sancton or reward behavour.
Adult partcpants argued that young people lke to know that the adults are 
n control and ths was portrayed by employng sanctons, although t was 
acknowledged that ths was dffcult to mantan n a confrontatonal envronment. 
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‘We take responsblty ... we tell them ths s not gong to happen and they 
respond to sanctons, you’ve got to have sanctons.’ (unt manager)
It was further argued that the use of sanctons gave clearer messages to the mnorty 
of young people who engaged n serous crmnal behavour (such as assaults on 
staff) n relaton to the consequences of ther behavour n order to keep them safe 
and keep other young people safe.
Staff and management often felt restrcted n ther ablty to mpose sanctons or 
protect other young people from harm or rsk due to polcy and regulatons:
‘… I thnk people have rghts, they have the rght to lve n a place, an envronment 
that’s not full of people wreckng thngs, httng people and gong ballstc, they 
have a rght to calm and somewhere safe, somewhere secure, so we have to thnk 
about ther needs….’ (unt manager)
The human rghts and chldren’s rghts agenda ntroduced changes regardng 
acceptable sanctons for challengng behavour, whch n turn were perceved to 
have resulted n a hgher frequency of challengng stuatons. Indeed, there was a 
sense that staff felt “desklled and dsempowered” as a result of lmts to the range 
of avalable sanctons n the absence of vable alternatves wth whch to remove 
a young person from a challengng stuaton. For example, staff and managers 
expressed lack of clarty about the use of sanctons to respond to chldren who refuse 
to attend school:
‘A good parent would remove the bedclothes, tp the bed and apply fnancal or 
other sanctons, but current gudes and regulatons prohbt such actons on the 
part of staff….’ (Board manager)
Another staff member ponted out that a young person can create progressvely 
more challengng stuatons n order to test the lmts of ther rghts:
‘They’re really challengng … really testng out ther rghts to see … how far can I 
go here. How, how much rght do I have and how, how well am I protected? And 
certanly n … you can see a pattern where they start off and then they’ll progress 
on, progress on to more aggressve behavour.’ (staff member)
	 3.5.12 structured or formal responses
Several more formal or structured responses to challengng stuatons were descrbed 
by staff and managers and these are detaled below.
 3.5.12.1 Therapeutic crisis intervention (Tci)
TCI was the most frequently cted approach, wth a focus on preventon and de-
escalaton. Partcpants reported postve feedback on ths approach, partcularly n 
terms of puttng theory nto practce. Other benefts assocated wth TCI ncluded 
that t “motvates staff”, helps lower the number of restrants, encourages a learnng 
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culture, helps deconstruct a crss and, as everyone has the same tranng, contrbutes 
to a shared language and enhances staff confdence:
‘… we’ve seen good outcomes snce we’ve ntroduced TCI … we’ve had a bg 
reducton n ncdences and staff are comfortable wth TCI and I thnk t’s generally 
accepted as a good sort of system for managng dffcult behavour.…’ (unt 
manager)
‘TCI s our day-to-day tool. I would very much rely on our bble TCI gudance and 
t’s excellent n workng n that knd of stuaton – your self-awareness, tone of 
voce, eye contact, non-verbals n those stuatons are extremely mportant not to 
escalate t. And not forgettng the young person’s agtaton and pan … the realty 
for the young person.’ (staff member) 
Partcpants suggested that TCI provdes clear gudance and practcal strateges 
for resdental workers on how to respond approprately and manage challengng 
behavour:
‘… TCI allows you after the ncdent to go back and do a lfe space ntervew wth 
the young person, and looks at the underlyng reasons and what led up to the 
trggers … tryng to get them to settle back nto the group and gvng them the 
copng mechansms to mprove ther behavour f they come to a crss stuaton 
agan.’ (unt manager)
Some lmtatons to ths way of workng were also acknowledged. For example, t 
could be seen as an authortaran way of workng and unts were stll experencng 
hgh levels of volence. A further crtcsm was that a standardsed approach such 
as TCI may not lend tself towards addressng the ndvdual needs of the young 
people nvolved n the challengng and dsruptve stuaton. Some Board managers 
emphassed the mportance of acknowledgng that TCI s only one approach n a 
wder process:
‘Where [TCI] breaks down s the multtude of complex challengng behavour … 
one sze doesn’t ft all … the young people all have ndvdual needs and behavour 
that need to be managed on an ndvdual bass.’ (nspector)
Challenges wth TCI nclude ensurng that t s mplemented n a consstent manner 
and supported at all levels wthn a unt and that all staff are able to partcpate 
n regular refresher tranng to reman accredted.see also 62 Addtonally, managers 
reported that t was dffcult to create tme for supervson and personal reflecton 
around TCI.
 3.5.12.2 Use of restraint
Although Trusts have specfc polces on restrant and ensure that staff are traned 
n restrant technques (lnked to TCI), some dffcultes were dentfed n relaton to 
the use of restrant. One of these dffcultes s the effect of automatc suspenson of 
staff members nvolved when a complant s made about physcal restrant:
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‘The automatc suspenson of staff followng a complant n respect of restrant has 
major mplcatons for the manager of the unt and the contnuty of care of the 
young people n the unt … bascally they’re very afrad to restran n case there’s 
a complant made aganst you as you mght be suspended for three months....’ 
(Board manager)
Another dffculty s the tenson for staff n terms of protectng young people and 
keepng them safe but beng constraned n the actons or sanctons that can be 
utlsed to do so:
‘It’s very dffcult for resdental staff because … they feel pulled n two drectons. 
You must handle stuatons very carefully, you cannot use physcal force, use 
restrant approprately and young people are runnng away or walkng out of 
unts....’ (Board manager)
Durng dscussons wth young people about fcttous case studes several ndcated 
ther support for the approprate use of restrant. Ths was n stuatons where a 
young person was threatenng staff, other young people or the buldng. Some of the 
young partcpants clearly saw occasons where someone was threatenng to set fre 
to a buldng as one that warranted restrant. For other more mnor nfrngements of 
rules the advce from young people was to back off a lttle and gve the young person 
a bt of space to calm down.
 3.5.12.3 restorative practice
Some Trusts have adopted a restoratve justce model n ther practce wth an 
emphass on engagng wth young people so that they are enabled to accept 
responsblty for ther behavour and are prepared to make some form of reparaton 
to restore relatonshps. Homes that were mplementng restoratve practce reported 
postve feedback. However, t was suggested that ths approach was not as helpful 
wth young people who had prevous experence of conferencng and who had been 
through the court system:
‘I thnk where restoratve conferencng has dffcultes s when you’re workng wth 
the hardcore of young people who’ve been through the court system, maybe the 
JJC [Juvenle Justce Courts]  they’ve probably been through the conferencng, I 
thnk some young people had had four or fve conferences and t can be seen as a 
soft opton for them….’ (unt manager)
Lkewse, some staff found that whle the prncple of restoratve practce s good, n 
practce t can work better for some than others and some young people can see and 
use t as an easy opton wthout fully engagng n the process.
 3.5.12.4 Police referral
Managers suggested that staff may be unclear about ther authorty to take acton to 
protect young people or lack confdence n ther parentng role, whch could lead to a 
relance on the polce to enforce order. However, some managers acknowledged that 
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partcular stuatons dd warrant polce nvolvement as otherwse the young person 
would receve a message that there are no consequences for certan actons.
Accordng to the young people n some homes, callng the polce to deal wth 
challengng and dsruptve stuatons seemed to be commonplace whereas n others 
t was a rare occurrence – or only happened f somethng really serous, lke an 
assault, had occurred.
Involvng the polce often led to contact wth the youth justce system and concerns 
about crmnalsng young people. However, staff and managers also emphassed 
that resdental workers are n a dffcult poston n terms of protectng ther own 
human rghts and those of the young people they work wth. It was suggested that 
clearer gudance should be developed on: when to nvolve polce, the roles of polce 
and resdental staff, how staff can protect themselves approprately and how to deal 
wth the return of young people to the resdental homes after an assault aganst a 
staff member.
 3.5.12.5 interface with youth justice system
Some staff and managers reflected on weak workng relatonshps wth juvenle 
justce and the need for further development n ths area:
‘… there’s two systems that don’t work together … I thnk t causes a lot of 
problems and f the two departments maybe got together and developed some 
sort of a strategy for t you mght make some progress.’ (unt manager)
Plannng for admsson to custody and leavng custody was an area that partcpants 
felt could be developed. Partcpants also hghlghted the resultant frequent 
crossover between care and juvenle justce systems, whch they felt was havng a 
‘contamnaton effect’ as young people go from care to juvenle justce and back nto 
the care home.
‘Young people then have to come back nto, you know, resdental care and they 
don’t come back cured, t’s not a puntve system nor should t be. So gong back 
nto the JJC sn’t a bg threat so someone mght actually prefer beng n the JJC 
where there’s very strct boundares … so they come back nto us maybe more 
crmnalsed and more defant.’ (unt manager)
‘It really dsrupts thngs and I thnk also makes a lot of the other chldren feel 
unsafe because they can see that the staff aren’t really able to manage thngs 
effectvely.’ (Trust manager)
Managers suggested that staff workng n the juvenle justce system may hold a 
percepton that resdental workers nvolve the polce too easly wth the result that 
chldren become crmnalsed. Managers explaned that ths may occasonally occur, 
but more commonly, resdental staff are reluctant to seek prosecuton and make 
great efforts to address dffcultes and mantan the young person n the resdental 
home:
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‘… the vew would be f you can deal wth t n-house, deal wth t n-house and 
that’s what we try to do.’ (unt manager)
‘Ths partcular chld s very abusve and aggressve and has the potental to 
assault. We try to steer clear for years from crmnalsng her but t got to the pont 
after two years that we’re gong to have to charge her because t was tme after 
tme after tme after tme….’ (staff member)
 3.5.12.6 closing admissions and the use of secure accommodation
When stuatons n resdental homes became extremely dffcult, managers 
used a range of strateges to regan stablty such as ceasng admssons, usng 
other resdental facltes as tme out or referrng the young person to secure 
accommodaton.
Many managers suggested that a shortage of places n secure accommodaton placed 
extra pressure on manstream resdental staff. In addton, for some provders, secure 
accommodaton s located a consderable dstance from the young person’s home, 
whch can mpact on contact wth famly, the communty, schools and frends.
One senor manager expressed concern that secure accommodaton was used to 
restran and secure a young person wthout consderaton of long-term plannng for 
work that wll be ongong, such as securng specalst support servces for the young 
person:
‘I thnk there’s a problem wth secure care n that t s used as a dustbn … secure 
care s not where you lock young people up, secure care s where you put them for 
ther own safety whlst you put arrangements and servces n place … a lot of the 
tme that second bt sn’t on ther radar at all....’ (polcy maker)
Another senor manager argued that all resdental homes should be able to keep 
a chld safe and could be enabled to do so by ntegratng some of the approaches 
beng used n secure accommodaton n ther own homes. However, Board and Trust 
managers were concerned that manstream resdental homes are expected to adapt 
ther buldng and staff team to provde a secure place and that other young people n 
the home would be dsadvantaged.
 3.6 Promoting effective practice
In the above descrpton of responses to challengng behavour some postve 
strateges to promote effectve practce have been dentfed. Ths secton draws 
on ths materal and elaborates on the nnovatve and creatve practces that were 
dentfed durng the feldwork. 
 3.6.1 Building relationships with young people
Almost wthout excepton all partcpants, young people and adults alke, emphassed 
the need to buld effectve workng relatonshps wth the young people themselves. 
Alongsde ths the mportance of staff adoptng a parentng role was frequently 
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mentoned. It was also ndcated that t was mportant to engage n actvty-based 
work wth young people, focusng on socal and lesure actvtes and targetng ther 
nterests and strengths. It would seem that wthout such a relatonshp there would 
be dffculty n engagng n effectve practce at all other levels.
 3.6.2 staffing
That the ablty to buld such relatonshps depends on the attrbutes and sklls of 
staff members was also consstently referred to by the vast majorty of partcpants. 
Wthout a dedcated staff team under strong leadershp the management of 
challengng behavour s lkely to present problems. Havng a staff team wth a range 
of professonal tranng and sklls was also seen as beng benefcal, wth the range of 
backgrounds lsted ncludng teachng, youth and communty work, outdoor pursuts, 
psychology, counsellng, health, mental health and nursng. However, most mportant 
here appeared to be havng people who are traned drectly to work wth young 
people. Wth ths n mnd, several Trusts had made partcular efforts to recrut staff 
that would ncrease the skll mx wthn the staff team, for example appontng staff 
who have prevous experence of outdoor pursuts, youth work or art therapy.
Despte ths, there was often a relance on unqualfed staff:
’We use a hgh percentage of temporary staff to cover the rota, whch has an 
mpact on consstency.’ (staff member)
but these were sometmes the more experenced workers who could be hghly sklled 
at engagng wth young people. It s mportant to note here that more experence 
does not always mean better! As one young person stated: 
‘Some staff are gettng better at dealng wth stuatons – and some have gotten 
worse…. Some of the most experenced n here are the worst.’ (young person)
When talkng about staffng of resdental unts, effectve practce appeared to be 
about ensurng that there s a balance of staff wth a good range of sklls. However, 
overrdng all of ths s a commtment to workng wth dffcult young people and an 
ablty to value them as ndvduals.
 3.6.3 continuum of accommodation options
At a macro level almost all staff and managers commented on the need to reorganse 
servces to ensure effectve nfrastructure and governance of resdental provson. 
Most managers emphassed that a greater range of accommodaton optons s 
necessary to support homes to keep to ther admssons polcy. Ths s especally 
mportant for the small group of young people who present wth partcularly 
challengng behavour and complex needs. Managers who had experence of ntensve 
support provson n ther area were postve about those approaches.
Wthn ths contnuum of accommodaton optons s the need to move towards 
smaller, dfferentated resdental homes, whch should be vewed as a postve and 
frst choce for some young people:
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‘… f we actually do downsze the homes, and we try and look at startng three- 
and four-bedded unts, that there are many of these young people who bascally 
can be worked wth more successfully.’ (polcy maker)
‘We actually need to make t a specalst and hghly resourced servce that has 
dfferentated unts that actually can stck to ther Statement of Purpose, whch 
very few of our unts can at the mnute.…’ (Board manager)
Ths perspectve was renforced by almost all the young people, who ndcated that 
smaller numbers led to o a more stable and calm envronment.
Across Northern Ireland, Boards have begun to develop varous strateges to ensure 
more approprate placements n resdental care, ncludng the provson of a ‘crss 
bed’ for a few days, a respte opton for chldren and famles and an outreach servce 
to work wth chldren and famles. One Trust had allocated mones to develop the 
number of emergency foster carers who are sklled n carng for young people and 
who could provde specalst emergency care to prevent admsson to resdental care.
 3.6.4 Understanding of policies
Throughout the feldwork the mportance of resdental staff undertakng parentng 
responsbltes for young people	was referred to. However, there appeared to be 
confuson as to the extent to whch staff can take acton to protect a young person 
at rsk:
‘… I thnk people are becomng slghtly defensve because of the possblty of 
allegatons and complants and all of that so t’s really about clarfyng that…’ 
(Trust manager)
Tranng on the practcal applcaton of current legslaton and polcy specfc to 
resdental care and clear gudelnes on approprate actons staff can take n response 
to challengng and dsruptve stuatons would help here. Ths gudance should 
promote staff confdence and empower them to undertake the role of parent.
 3.6.5 inter-agency and inter-professional relationships
There were some examples of postve and effectve relatonshps wth the polce 
and other agences and such developments were regularly cted as examples of 
good practce. Inspectors suggested that the proposed appontment of prncpal 
practtoners may assst n the further development of mult-agency team workng n 
resdental chld care:
‘The Trusts are gong to be appontng prncpal practtoners to focus on research 
and development of resdental chld care work to bolster knowledge and sklls. 
The prncpal practtoner could develop a mult-agency team for the chldren’s 
homes….’ (nspector)
Several managers and staff also emphassed the mportance of developng effectve 
workng relatonshps between resdental and feldwork staff and ensurng that 
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feldwork staff mantan ther responsbltes and undertake effectve care plannng. 
One ntatve n ths area has been to create feldwork teams to work specfcally 
wth adolescents and ths was seen as useful snce t allowed staff on these teams to 
focus specfcally on the needs of young people.
The need to enhance the relatonshp between feldwork and resdental staff was 
rased n a recent overvew of chld protecton.63  However, roles and statutory dutes 
need to be clarfed and ths was an ssue that managers suggested may requre more 
attenton wth the Revew of Publc Admnstraton (RPA) and establshment of the 
new fve Trusts n Northern Ireland. 
Managers also hghlghted the need for more adequately funded multdscplnary 
and nter-agency tranng opportuntes and suggested that the new Safeguardng 
Board for Northern Ireland may begn to address ths need. They also referred to 
the possblty of explorng more nnovatve ways of provdng specalst support 
for those at rsk of admsson to care. Addtonally, t was suggested that staff at all 
levels (ncludng resdental workers and managers) should play a key role n seekng 
resources necessary to meet the ndvdual needs of young people:
‘… f you take somethng lke drug and alcohol msuse or mental health problems, 
we’re not expectng staff n resdental homes to cope wth all of that, what we are 
expectng them to do s go after resources or to try and get those young people 
access to the specalst servces that can help them…. (polcy maker)
 3.6.6 engaging with families and communities
Engagng wth famles and helpng them to fulfl ther parentng responsbltes 
was also mentoned as effectve practce n that t helped prevent challengng 
stuatons occurrng. Outreach support can help prevent chldren at rsk gong nto 
care, undertake comprehensve assessments and care plannng and utlse famly 
engagement technques (such as famly group conferencng).
One provder usng the multsystemc therapy approach recommended workng wth 
parents from the outset wth a vew to rentegratng young people back nto ther 
own famles and communtes:
‘What they see s a support network for them … that they’re not just gong to be 
left there on ther own … we have a 24/7 servce … for a lot of parents that’s all 
they need, they thnk of 24/7 as ther safety net.’ (unt manager)
In ths servce, therapsts were supported through a robust system of tranng and 
supervson, ncludng 24-hour access to a local supervsor and access to expert 
tranng and consultancy. However, ths provder ndcated a need for more traned 
therapsts to undertake preventve work wth famles as sometmes t was dffcult 
to retan staff who were wllng to work n a 24/7 servce and focus on work wth 
famles rather than chldren.
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 3.6.7 Training
Whle a commtment to workng wth dffcult young people s essental for effectve 
practce, tranng s also requred to enhance sklls. However, there s a shortage of 
tme and resources to work wth staff to ensure that ths occurs. Staff suggested 
that f tranng was planned well n advance and adequate resources were avalable 
to ensure full staffng levels, such ssues would not mpact on access to tranng. 
Inspectors suggested that t s managers who would have responsblty to ensure 
that ths happens and ths can be facltated by conductng a ‘tranng needs’ analyss 
on an annual bass to ensure that revsed tranng needs were dentfed. However, t 
was also ponted out that effectve practce wll depend on how tranng s “actually 
translated nto practce” (nspector).
 3.6.8 audit and evaluation
Some provders who had undertaken evaluatons of ther servces emphassed 
the value of regular audts and evaluatons, whch provded useful nformaton for 
the future development of servces. These managers also welcomed longtudnal 
evaluatons to collect evdence on the long-term outcomes of partcular practce 
approaches.
Throughout ths practce survey, successful outcomes from the mplementaton of a 
range of new approaches to help deal wth challengng stuatons such as shared care 
arrangements wth famly and use of therapeutc support servces were reported. 
These are somewhat subjectve evaluatons and would not stand up to the knd of 
rgorous scrutny that the evaluatons n the research revew were subjected to. To 
be able to dentfy more accurately the true value of these new approaches we need 
comprehensve baselne nformaton on whch carefully desgned evaluatons can be 
developed. Only then wll we have more accurate nformaton to “provde evdence 




Overall, the extent and breadth of ths knowledge revew has been extensve and 
complex from the perspectve of both the research revew and the practce survey. 
However, there was an dentfed paucty of materal for certan aspects of the 
research revew, partcularly the evaluatons of nterventons and rgorously desgned 
studes on effectve practce.
The fndngs from these two peces of work are prmarly complementary, although 
there are nstances of dvergence possbly related to the dfferences of emphass 
and approach. The research revew reported on lterature that met clearly defned 
crtera and ncluded a varety of dfferent research methodologes. In contrast, the 
practce survey sought a range of partcpants’ vews on the causes and management 
of challengng behavour and stuatons through face-to-face ntervews and focus 
groups and was, therefore, subjectve n nature. Ths may have resulted n the 
practce survey havng a more negatve feel to t and a greater emphass on the more 
aggressve, anxety-provokng types of challengng behavour.
Despte ths, both elements of the knowledge revew combne to provde a 
comprehensve pcture of the dversty of challengng behavour encountered 
n resdental chld care and the multfaceted nature of the factors nvolved. 
Addtonally, t provdes nsght nto the range and types of response to the 
management of challengng behavour, and the practce survey n partcular provdes 
a range of stakeholders’ perspectves on the key aspects of effectve practce.
 4.2 Themes
The common themes that emerged from both aspects of the knowledge revew are 
summarsed under to followng headngs:
 • challengng and dsruptve stuatons and ther trggers
 • responses to challengng and dsruptve behavour
 • effectve practce.
 4.2.1 challenging and disruptive situations and their triggers
Both the research revew and the practce survey dentfed many dfferent behavour 
that were seen as challengng, rangng from defance and non-complance through to 
volence aganst staff, peers or self. The behavour that were dentfed as the most 
challengng were understandably those of volence, partcularly aganst staff. Acts of 
volence are especally anxety-provokng and worryng at all levels and the message 
that was consstent n the practce survey was that such behavour are extremely 
dffcult for resdental staff to manage. Other behavour such as contnuous defance 
and non-complance were also frequently mentoned by staff but dd not appear 
to carry wth them the same stress and apprehenson. Partcularly noteworthy n 
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ths category was abscondng, whch was suggested to be on the ncrease n the 
research revew and referred to as a sgnfcant challenge n the practce survey. 
The research revew also reported that when young people were gong out nto the 
local communty, where there was a potental for them to engage n hghly rsky 
behavour, resdental staff attempted to dscourage them but dd not actually stop 
them. Smlar ncdents also were descrbed n the practce survey, although here staff 
referred to dffcultes n gettng a balance between ther role as corporate parents 
and the rghts of the young person. The practce survey showed that actual gudance 
on the management of such stuatons was not always apparent and there s clearly 
a need for protocols accompaned by strong leadershp and tranng to support staff 
faced wth such dlemmas.
A multtude of trggers was dentfed n both elements of the knowledge revew. 
Factors relatng to the young people themselves such as personal attrbutes and 
experences were commonly referred to here as were factors relatng to staff, 
although to a lesser extent n the practce survey than the research revew. In relaton 
to young people, gender was a factor that emerged n the research revew and wth 
adults n the practce survey but, nterestngly, was not seen as an ssue by the 
young people themselves. Other trggers, whch emerged only n the practce survey, 
ncluded the use of moble phones, sectaransm and the paramltares.
Certan trggers pertaned to the actual envronment n whch the young people 
lved and here group dynamcs were seen as key and were hghlghted across the 
knowledge revew. The herarches of peer groups and the negotatng of poston 
wthn the group were ever-present sources of peer volence. Ths potental for 
peer conflct was further exacerbated when a newcomer was ntroduced nto the 
group. Defusng peer conflct s always a challenge for resdental staff, although t 
was reported n the practce survey that the technques of TCI were helpful here. 
However, t should be ponted out that the young people’s perspectve as reported n 
both the research revew and the practce survey was that staff were not partcularly 
successful at ths.
Trggers assocated wth the system were regularly rased n the practce survey, 
although not so frequently n the research revew. These ncluded the nablty of 
homes to operate wthn ther Statements of Purpose due to varous factors such as 
the shortage of places for young people and demands placed on managers to take 
emergency placements. These n turn had an mpact on group dynamcs and tended 
to be dsruptve for all concerned. Issues assocated wth the system covered the LAC 
revew process, contact wth famly, the nsttutonalsed nature of some homes and 
assocated, rgd rules and regulatons.
 4.2.2 responses to challenging and disruptive behaviour
The clearest message from the research revew and the practce survey under ths 
theme was that certan staff features and styles of workng can have a major mpact 
when managng challengng behavour. The need for those workng n resdental care 
to recognse that generally challengng behavour s not somethng that s nherent 
n the young person but rather s related to emotonal and contextual ssues was 
hghlghted n the practce survey. It was further suggested by young people and 
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adults alke that staff who are able to demonstrate empathy, understandng and 
respect for young people are those who are able to buld relatonshps wth the young 
people and therefore manage challengng stuatons effectvely. There s nothng 
new n ths and these recommendatons have long been rehearsed n the practce 
lterature. The research task now s to explore the detal and provde refnement.
Alongsde the need to buld relatonshps, and possbly gven equal emphass by 
partcpants n the practce survey, was the need for effectve team workng. A 
number of factors that enhanced ths were dentfed, ncludng consstency, clear 
polces and procedures, regular supervson, team debrefngs to dscuss ssues and 
opportuntes for team development. Other means of buldng a sklled team were 
dentfed as beng more targeted tranng and support for staff, contractng support 
from other professonals and ncreased staffng levels, although the research revew 
found lttle evdence that ths, per se, wll ncrease effectveness. Partcpants n the 
practce survey argued that engagng n such actvtes resulted n confdent staff 
who were empowered, trusted each other and therefore were able to de-escalate 
potentally challengng stuatons or ntervene when requred to do so.
The practce survey also hghlghted the need to engage postvely and ‘buld brdges’ 
wth the local communty, whch they suggested often held prejudced vews of 
the young people. Addtonally, ways and means of enhancng contact wth famly 
needed to be explored snce such contact was sometmes assocated wth a strong 
emotonal response from the young person, whch could lead to dsruptve and 
challengng behavour. 
A raft of specfc approaches and nterventons were also referred to n the practce 
survey as beng responses to challengng behavour, the most common of these 
beng TCI. Ths s hardly surprsng snce tranng n TCI has been ntroduced n 
all the four Board areas coverng Northern Ireland. However, the research revew 
dentfed few studes that evaluated TCI’s mpact and the fndngs from those that 
dd were nconsstent. The staff n the practce survey also referred to strengths and 
weaknesses of ths approach. Other specfc or systems approaches mentoned n the 
practce survey ncluded restoratve practce, restrant, polce referral, juvenle justce 
nvolvement, referral to secure accommodaton and closng admssons to the unt 
when behavour became too extreme. The use of each of these was often specfc to 
the stuaton and all were descrbed as havng varable amounts of success.
 4.2.3 effective practice
Drawng on the practce survey n partcular, effectve strateges for the management 
of challengng stuatons n resdental chld care were dentfed across provson 
n Northern Ireland. The messages here are consstent and nclude the need for 
a reorgansaton of servces to ensure effectve nfrastructure and governance of 
resdental provson. Ths requres a greater range of accommodaton optons to 
support homes to keep to ther Statements of Purpose and admssons polces 
alongsde a clear understandng of polces and gudelnes for staff. Managers need to 
have clear objectves and nfluence over admssons to resdental care, whch should 
be offered n small unts. It s only n ths way that they can have the degree of 
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control over the make-up of the group that s requred to ensure that group dynamcs 
do not become dsruptve and unmanageable.
In order to effectvely mantan ths balance, managers need a staff team that can 
respond approprately and consstently to potentally dsruptve stuatons whle 
at the same tme buldng postve relatonshps wth the young people n ther 
care. Havng a balanced staff team n terms of gender, experence and skll mx 
was seen as key to effectve practce. To ensure that a range of sklls was avalable, 
some managers had made specfc efforts to recrut staff wth qualfcatons 
and/or experence n other areas, for example youth and communty work or 
outdoor pursuts. However, above all, staff should be able to demonstrate a clear 
commtment to young people, lsten to them, take ther problems serously and treat 
them wth respect. Whether ths s somethng that s a personal attrbute or whether 
t s a skll that can be learned, or a combnaton of both, has not been adequately 
researched and nether has the motvaton that drves people to work n resdental 
chld care. Clearer ndcaton would help n the recrutment and retenton of staff n 
ths area of work.
Just as mportant as the make-up of the staff team s the ablty to work as a team. 
Strateges to promote effectve team workng ncluded regular team meetngs, team 
development actvtes and opportuntes to dscuss challengng stuatons when they 
occurred. The last of these was usually acheved through team debrefngs. These 
provded staff wth the opportunty to learn from ther experences, to crtcally 
analyse ther practce and to reflect on ways to de-escalate rather than encourage 
negatve behavour. Such strateges helped to develop staff morale and reslence, 
whch was seen by all as crucal for good practce n resdental care.
Some more specfc or nnovatve strateges for managng challengng behavour were 
also dentfed n ths knowledge revew, as follows:
 • staff traned n the use of specfc strateges to respond to challengng stuatons 
(for example TCI), more general nterventons (multsystemc therapeutc servces) 
or the use of restoratve justce
 • jont protocols to address concerns about referrals to the polce and lnks wth 
juvenle justce
 • engagement wth other professonals and agences, for example workng wth 
servces for young people from the voluntary sector or usng clncal psychologsts 
on a consultancy bass
 • outreach servces to famles and communtes. Ths ncluded shared care 
arrangements and specfc work wth chldren and famles on key ssues, for 
example non-attendance at school and famly/foster care breakdown, as well as 
targeted efforts to engage wth local communtes and ntegrate young people nto 
communty lfe.
A thorough evaluaton of these strateges would be extremely helpful n dentfyng 
ther value and potental for mpactng n resdental care settngs. Ths s especally 
true for TCI, whch has been adopted n many chldren’s homes across Northern 
Ireland but of whch the research revew found few rgorous evaluatons.
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 4.3 implications for effective practice
Revewng all the evdence avalable for the preparaton of ths knowledge revew 
ponts to sgnfcant mplcatons for practce n four key areas, presented here under 
the followng headngs:
 • understandng resdental care as a servce
 • havng the ‘rght’ staff team
 • engagng wth young people
 • creatng the knowledge base.
Each s explaned n more detal below.
 4.3.1 Understanding residential care as a service
The essence of resdental care s lvng wthn a group settng. It s unsurprsng 
therefore that the strongest message from ths research concerns the management 
of peer relatonshps and group dynamcs. These were seen by all as a prmary source 
of dsrupton, and that mantanng good order depends on effectve management of 
these relatonshps. Important dmensons to consder are the sze and make-up of 
the group (and relatonshps wth staff, whch wll be consdered later) and how that 
fts wth the purpose of the unt. The mplcatons of ths for effectve practce are:
 • a need for a resdental sector that offers a range of optons, wth clear 
dfferentaton n the needs addressed by unts and wth understandng of ts role 
wthn the contnuum of care
 • adherence by senor managers to the agreed Statement of Purpose; ths could be 
facltated by havng alternatve placement optons for dealng wth emergency 
admssons such as specalst fosterng
 • greater control by unt managers over admssons to a unt so that due regard can 
be pad to the mpact of new members on the resdental group and ther dynamcs
 • a need for unts that are small, preferably wth fewer than sx young people, thus 
reducng the potental for peer conflct and allowng for more focused attenton on 
ndvdual needs
 • greater clarty and fuller understandng by all, ncludng young people, of polcy 
and procedures.
 4.3.2 having the ‘right’ staff team
Most young people who go nto resdental care wll have experenced consderable 
dffcultes and present a range of complex needs. Provdng a nurturng envronment 
that meets the needs of each young person can be challengng and stressful. 
Success depends on havng the ‘rght’ staff team, ncludng effectve managers. Ths 
knowledge revew provdes ndcatons as to what consttutes the ‘rght’ staff team:
 • The prmary requrement s staff who have the sklls, qualtes, atttudes and 
motvaton to relate to young people and buld postve relatonshps wth them. 
Recrutng staff prncpally on the bass of qualfcaton and experence may not 
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be suffcent. One way to enhance the assessment of the atttudes and qualtes 
of staff s to nvolve young people n recrutment and assessment processes.
 • The study rases questons about the usefulness of current qualfcatons, n 
partcular the very lmted attenton pad to resdental care wthn general socal 
work tranng. A post-qualfyng qualfcaton specfcally addressng workng 
n resdental chld care could be useful. Concern was also expressed regardng 
the over-relance on temporary bank staff to ensure that staffng levels were 
met, whch s unsettlng for the young people and does not encourage postve 
relatonshps.
 • The staff team need to nclude a range of professonals such as youth and 
communty workers and those wth sklls n sports and lesure actvtes as well 
as resdental socal workers. Addtonally, f not avalable n the staff team, there 
should be ready access to the skll mx capable of addressng the full range of 
complex needs presented by young people n resdental chld care.
 • Consderaton should be gven to greater use of outreach work, ether usng 
resdental staff or teams wth a mx of sklls: ths can gve staff the tme and 
space to undertake specfc peces of work wth young people and ther famles 
to prevent admsson or readmsson or facltate an earler dscharge home.
 • Staff need to be deployed at tmes that best match the needs presented by the 
resdents. The research shows that dsruptve or challengng behavour tends to 
occur n the evenngs or late at nght. Ths has mplcatons for staffng rotas and 
rases questons about the role and deployment of wakng nght staff.
 • Competent management wthn unts s necessary for the mantenance of 
good order. Ths ncludes approprate support to staff, clarty n generatng and 
applyng rules and procedures and buldng and mantanng strong teamwork.
 4.3.3 engaging with young people
The domnant theme runnng through ths study s the fundamental mportance of 
the relatonshp between staff and young people. Ths s seen n two nterrelated 
ways: the manner n whch staff work wth ndvdual young people and the group of 
young resdents; and the extent to whch young people are nvolved n or feel a part 
of the home as a functonng unt.
Young people confrmed the fndngs from the research revew n dentfyng sklled 
staff as those who:
 • know young people and therefore can antcpate dffcult stuatons
 • are calm and consstent
 • can successfully de-escalate stuatons
 • know how to physcally restran a young person approprately
 • lsten to young people
 • take an nterest n young people and get nvolved n actvtes wth them
 • refran from playng power games or constantly engagng n verbal battles wth 
young people.
Ths message s not new. The mplcaton for practce s to consder how ths can be 
acheved through the recrutment and selecton process, through specfc tranng 
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and through greater use of the perspectves of young people. Staff are lkely to have 
postve relatonshps wth young people where the unt as a whole develops a culture 
of young people’s partcpaton and where nvolvng young people becomes part and 
parcel of the way n whch the unt operates – where, for example, young people are 
nvolved n generatng rules and procedures, they have a say n rewards and sanctons 
and they take part n cookng and other aspects of house mantenance.
 4.3.4 creating the knowledge base
Although the resdental care sector has been subject to a great deal of scrutny 
n recent years there s stll a shortage of rgorous research on the mpact of 
nterventons n resdental care. Ths revew hghlghted several specfc areas where 
more work s needed:
 • Mappng the ncdence of challengng and dsruptve stuatons. Despte the 
best effort of the practce survey team t was not possble to establsh a 
relable assessment of the level of challengng stuatons n resdental care n 
Northern Ireland or elsewhere. Wthout ths, dscusson of the topc has to rely 
on mpressons of levels of volence and other challengng stuatons. There s a 
need for a mechansm for recordng these ncdents that s smple but appled 
consstently. 
 • The research revew found that there were few robust evaluatons of nterventons 
n resdental care and there s a clear gap n the knowledge base here. Gven 
the wdespread use of TCI wthn unts n Northern Ireland t s crucal that a 
robust evaluaton of the mpact of ths and other nterventons s commssoned. 
Ths would allow for the dentfcaton of the most valuable aspects of these 
nterventons and ther applcaton, thus allowng for key elements to be further 
developed.
 • There was a very postve response to ths study from those workng wthn 
resdental care; they hghlghted the enormous value to be ganed from 
nvolvement n such a process and the stmulatng nature of reflecton on practce 
and shared learnng across the sector. All opportuntes should be taken to harness 
ths receptve clmate and use t to enhance the qualty of chldren’s resdental 
care.
 4.4 Overall message
Whle the research revew ndcates that serous ncdents of volence are rare n 
resdental chld care, the practce survey ndcates that the frequency of volent 
acts drected at staff and resdents mght have ncreased n recent years. There s a 
sense of low-level, persstent, non-complant and defant behavour, whch has the 
potental to escalate f not managed effectvely. There s also great varaton between 
homes n ther ablty to manage challengng stuatons; ths s nfluenced prmarly by 
the nature of the resdent group and the qualty of the staff team.
It s the latter factor that was demonstrated as key n the examples of effectve 
practce that were observed n the practce survey. Others ncluded the development 
of nnovatve servces, nter-agency relatonshps and clear protocols. In addton, 
some of the homes demonstrated hgh tolerance levels for challengng behavour, 
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made great efforts to engage and buld relatonshps wth young people and had 
an understandng of the contextual reasons for the young person presentng wth 
challengng behavour. Partcularly noteworthy n all of ths was the ablty to focus 
on the needs of the young people both ndvdually and as a group.
There are undoubtedly areas of practce that stll need to be developed to enable 
staff to contnue to mprove and further develop exstng effectve practce. These 
nclude many of the ssues that were dentfed as dffcultes wth the system 
and are often beyond the control of the ndvdual homes. Many of them could be 
addressed by havng smaller, dfferentated homes whch can operate wthn clearly 
defned Statements of Purpose. These are among the recommendatons n the recent 
consultaton document Care	Matters	in	Northern	Ireland:	A	bridge	to	a	better	future.56 
They need to be moved on urgently f we are serous about offerng chldren who are 
n resdental care a qualty home and a more lfe-enhancng experence.
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Working with challenging and disruptive 
situations in residential child care: 
Sharing effective practice
Residential care for children should be a positive 
resource. Homes providing a strong nurturing 
culture give children the care they need at certain 
times in their lives. Residential care which meets 
the personal, social, health and educational needs 
of children are much more likely to be safe places 
for children. This knowledge review examines a 
particular aspect of keeping children safe and 
promoting their well-being: managing challenging 
and disruptive situations.
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